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Master's Thesis
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Abstract
Scientific or educational communities are striving nowadays for highly autonomous
infrastructures enabling to exchange queries and integrate (semi-) structured data hosted by peers.
In this context, we essentially need a P2P data management system (PDMS), capable of
supporting loosely coupled communities of databases in which each peer base can join and leave
the network at free will, while groups of peers can collaborate on the fly to provide advanced data
management services on a very large scale (i.e., thousands of peers, massive data). A number of
recent PDMSs [1] recognize the importance of intensional information (i.e., descriptions about
peer contents) for supporting such services. Capturing explicitly the semantics of databases
available in a P2P network using a schema enables us to (a) support expressive queries on (semi-)
structured data, (b) deploy effective methods for locating remote peers that can answer these
queries and (c) build efficient distributed query processing mechanisms.
In our work, we consider that peers advertise their local bases using fragments of community
RDF/S schemas (e.g., for e-learning, e-science, etc.). These advertisements (i.e., connected
subgraphs of classes and properties) are specified by appropriate RDF/S views and they are
employed during query routing to discover the partitioning (either horizontal, vertical or mixed)
of data in remote peer bases [2]. Two are the main challenges in this setting: (a) due to the high
distributed nature of a PDMS we build an effective and efficient lookup service for identifying, in
a decentralized fashion, which peer views can fully or partially contribute to the answer of a
specific query [3] and (b) due to the very large number of peers in a that can actually contribute to
the answer of a query, an interleaved query PDMS routing and planning will enable us to obtain
as fast as possible the first answers from the most relevant peers while the query is further
processed by others [3]. As a matter of fact, a sequential execution of the routing and planning
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phases for a specific query is not a feasible solution in a PDMS context. This interleaved
execution not only favors intra-peer processing, which is less expensive than the inter-peer one,
but additionally exhibits the benefit of a parallel execution of the query routing, planning and
evaluation in different peers. The above query processing technique relies exclusively on the
schema information of the view published by a peer.
However, as the number of peers in a PDMS increases and queries become complex (tree or
graph), the number of produced plans that need to be optimized and executed with the interleaved
query routing and planning becomes huge. To address this issue we need to prune the search
space by considering quality metrics of the data hosted by each peer. As a matter of fact, we
should be able to rank the peers contributing to a plan, and thus the plans themselves, according
to data quality metrics allowing to discard plans producing poor quality query results (according
to a threshold either set by the user or the system). To this end we consider data quality metrics
such as coverage, density and completeness of the view instances published by the peers w.r.t. the
PDMS schema and its virtual instantiation. In particular, the coverage of a peer database is the
ratio of the maximum number of fragment instances one expects to obtain through its view (i.e.,
when all class instances are related through the properties declared by a peer schema fragment) to
the total number of instances published by all peers having the same view. Density of a peer
database is the ratio of the actual number of fragment instances exported by a peer (i.e., when
materializing its view at a certain point of time) to the maximum number of fragment instances
considered previously. Finally, completeness of a peer captures the ratio of the actual cardinality
of the fragment instances in a peer to the total cardinality of the schema fragment in all the peers
that export it. These quality metrics are expected to significantly prune the search space of query
planning while they can be easily maintained in a fully decentralized way.
More precisely, in our work we will address the following issues:
• Provide close formulae for estimating the data quality of peer databases and query
plans according to the PDMS schema fragments they involve. The coverage of a peer
database w.r.t. a PDMS schema fragment is a global quality metric, since it takes into
account the cardinality of all peers publishing instances of this fragment. On the other
hand, density is a local quality metric, taking into account only the cardinality of the
fragment instances of a specific peer. Completeness of a peer database is a global quality
metric and it is actually the product of the coverage and density of the peer. The same is
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true for the quality of query plans considering larger schema fragments that are composed
of the fragments published by the peers. The most challenging issue in this context is the
estimation of the overlap between peer databases by considering different assumptions
(e.g. disjointness, independence, containment, or quantified overlap) for the instances of
the classes and properties specified by their views.
To the best of our knowledge this is the first work addressing data quality issues in RDFbased PDMSs. Previous work has focused exclusively on models for estimating data quality in
the context of relational databases. In [4], a framework for estimating coverage, density and
completeness of relational sources and plans in a data integration system has been introduced.
Our work extends this framework for RDF-based PDMS. Furthermore, we consider a large
number of peers cooperating in a fully decentralized way rather than a centralized data integration
system with a small number of sources.. Unlike our work, coverage is the only data quality metric
considered in [5]. We argue that the existence of the other two metrics is important, since
coverage cannot give us information about the percentage of null or missing data that a source
contains. Completeness is a much more powerful quality metric than the coverage alone, since it
combines the estimation about the data that a source can return (coverage) with the estimation
about the actual data contained in the source (density). Moreover, we propose several different
overlap cases between peers (e.g. disjointness, independence, containment or quantified overlap
of the data between peers), while in this work only the case of independence between sources is
considered. In [6] various quality criteria (e.g. availability or timeliness of a source) are used to
select the best possible sources that contribute to a query plan. However, no close formulae are
proposed for the estimation of the data quality characteristics (i.e., they are given and not
computed). After the best sources have been found, they participate in the planning process,
where the produced plans are ranked with respect to quality characteristics and only the best plans
are selected for execution. In addition, the issue of overlap, which significantly affects the plan
ranking, is not addressed. Finally, in [7] [8] dedicated algorithms are used to learn coverage and
overlap statistics of sources in a data integration system. Coverage and overlap of data sources
are computed as conditional probabilities and as in [6] only the case of data independence
between the sources is considered. We believe that mining data quality measures in an infeasible
solution for PDMS where peers can joint and leave the system at free will.
Supervisor: Prof. Vassilis Christophides
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Scientific or educational communities are striving nowadays for highly autonomous
infrastructures enabling to exchange queries and integrate (semi-) structured data hosted by peers.
In this context, we essentially need a P2P data management system (PDMS), capable of
supporting loosely coupled communities of databases in which each peer base can join and leave
the network at free will, while groups of peers can collaborate on the fly to provide advanced data
management services on a very large scale (i.e., thousands of peers, massive data). A number of
recent PDMSs ([1],[11],[12],[13],[14],[15]) recognize the importance of intensional information
(i.e., descriptions about peer contents) for supporting such services. Capturing explicitly the
semantics of databases available in a P2P network using schema information enables us to (a)
support expressive queries on (semi-) structured data, (b) deploy effective methods for locating
remote peers that can answer these queries and (c) build efficient distributed query processing
mechanisms.
In our work, we consider that peers advertise their local bases using fragments of community
RDF/S schemas [16] (e.g., for e-learning, e-science, etc.). These advertisements (i.e., connected
subgraphs of classes and properties) are specified by appropriate RDF/S views, called RVL views
[10], and they are employed during query routing to discover the partitioning (either horizontal,
vertical or mixed) of data in remote peer bases [2]. Two are the main challenges in this setting:
(a) due to the highly distributed nature of a PDMS we need an effective and efficient lookup
service for identifying, in a decentralized fashion, which peer views can fully or partially
contribute to the answer of a specific query [2] and (b) due to the very large number of peers in a
PDMS that can actually contribute to the answer of a query, an interleaved query PDMS routing
and planning is required to obtain as fast as possible the first answers from the most relevant
peers while the query is further processed by others. As a matter of fact, a sequential execution of
the routing and planning phases for a specific query is not a feasible solution in a PDMS context.
This interleaved execution not only favors intra-peer processing, which is less expensive than the
inter-peer one, but additionally exhibits the benefit of a parallel execution of the query routing,
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planning and evaluation in different peers. The above query processing technique relies
exclusively on the schema information of the view published by a peer [2].
However, as the number of peers in a PDMS increases and queries become complex (e.g. tree
or graph-shaped), the number of produced plans that need to be optimized and executed with the
interleaved query routing and planning becomes huge. To address this issue we need to prune the
search space by considering not only cost, but also quality metrics of the data hosted by each
peer. Previous work has considered pruning the space of plans either with respect to a cost model
or to some quality metric. However, pruning can be even more efficient if both cost and quality
metrics are considered at the same time. Moreover, different users may have very different
preferences in terms of the importance of different objectives. For instance, some may want to
have a few answers really fast, and others may be willing to wait a little longer for more answers
or for better quality answers, etc. The way we select which plans to return to the user must be
adaptive to such user preferences and support trade-offs among multiple objectives.
As a matter of fact, in addition to distributed cost-based optimization, we should be able to
rank the peers contributing to a plan, and thus the plans themselves, according to data quality
metrics([4],[5],[6],[7],[8],[20],[21],[22],[23],[28],[29],[30],[34])

allowing

to

discard

plans

producing poor quality query results. A threshold combining both cost and data quality metrics
could be set either by the user or the system. In this thesis, we consider data quality metrics such
as coverage, density and completeness of the view instances published by the peers with respect
to the PDMS schema and its virtual instantiation. In particular, the coverage of a peer database
with respect to a specific PDMS fragment is the ratio of the maximum number of fragment
instances one expects to obtain through its view (i.e., when all class instances are related through
the properties declared by a peer schema fragment) to the total number of instances published by
all peers advertising the same view. In other words, the coverage of a peer P with respect to a
fragment F is an estimation of the maximum percentage of F instances we could obtain from peer
P if all the class instances that form fragment F were related to each other. Density of a peer
database with respect to a specific fragment F is the ratio of the number of fragment F instances
exported by a peer (i.e., when materializing its view at a certain point in time) to the maximum
number of F instances considered previously. In fact, density of a peer P with respect to a
fragment F is the probability that the instances of the classes which F comprises are related to
each other to form instances of fragment F.
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Finally, completeness of a peer P with respect to fragment F captures the ratio of the
cardinality of the fragment F instances in P to the total cardinality of the schema fragment F in
the PDMS. In other words, the completeness of a peer P with respect to a fragment F expresses
the probability that a random instance of F in the PDMS belongs to this peer. In the process of
estimating these data quality metrics, the notion of overlap of two or more peers with respect to a
fragment is important, i.e. the probability that a random instance of this fragment in the PDMS
belongs to these peers.
More precisely, in this thesis we made the following contributions:
• Provide close formulae for estimating the data quality of peer databases and query
plans according to the RDFS schema fragments they involve. The coverage of a
peer database with respect to an RDFS schema fragment is a global quality metric,
since it takes into account the cardinality of this fragment in the whole PDMS. On
the other hand, density of a peer database is a local quality metric, taking into
account only the cardinality of the fragment instances in a specific peer.
Completeness of a peer database is actually the product of the coverage and density
of the peer and is also a global quality metric. The same metrics can be used to
measure the quality of query plans produced by the PDMS optimizer which are
composed from different fragments published by the peers. The most challenging
issue in this context is the estimation of the overlap between peer fragments by
considering different assumptions (e.g. disjointness, independence, containment, or
quantified overlap) for the instances of the classes and properties specified by their
views.
• Introduce formulae for cardinality estimation of sets of peers and query plans.
These formulae provide cardinality estimations for the two most important
operators in our framework, i.e. the union and join operator. Using these formulae
we can compute an average value for the cardinalities of all the intermediate results
of our query plan, which will eventually help us compute the cost in order to decide
on the optimal query plan by considering operators reordering and execution.
To the best of our knowledge this is the first work addressing data quality issues in RDFbased PDMSs. Previous work ([4][5][6][7][8]) has focused exclusively on models for estimating
20

data quality in the context of relational databases. Our work extends this framework for RDFbased PDMSs. More precisely, we generalize the formulae proposed in [4] for relational (peer
and mediator) tables, to an object-oriented data model such as RDF/S. Furthermore, we consider
a large number of peers cooperating in a fully decentralized way rather than a centralized data
integration system with a small number of peers.
Unlike our work, coverage is the only data quality metric considered in works as ([7],
[8],[21]), while other works as ([5],[23],[29]) define both coverage and overlap between sources
and works like ([6],[22],[34]) describe various quality criteria but do not suggest any estimation
formulae and they do not address the notion of overlap. We argue that the existence of the other
two metrics, density and completeness is important, since coverage cannot give us information
about the probability of null or missing data that a source contains. Completeness is a much more
powerful quality metric than coverage alone, since it combines the estimation about the data that
a source can return (coverage) with the estimation about the actual data contained in the source
(density). As a consequence, pruning plans with respect to their completeness rather than
coverage scores will be more efficient and will return plans of higher quality to the user. We
propose formal definitions and estimation formulae for the data quality metrics we address.
Moreover, in contrast to [21] in which only a few overlap cases are discussed, we propose several
different overlap cases between peers (e.g. disjointness, independence, containment or quantified
overlap of the data between peers), while the overlap cases of ([5], [23], [29]) are closer to ours.
In our work, we estimate an average value for the cardinality of a query answer, unlike other
works like [24] where a distribution function is used to estimate the cardinality range of queries.
Contrary to previous work as ([7],[8]) we believe that mining data quality measures is an
infeasible solution for PDMSs where peers can join and leave the system at free will. As a result,
in the formulae that we present in the following sections we consider that we know some
information about the cardinalities of the fragments the peers export and we only make
assumptions about their overlap with respect to a specific fragment, i.e. their common instances
of this fragment with respect to the total number of instances of this fragment in the PDMS.
This thesis is organized as follows :
In Chapter 2 our framework is presented, and the use of RDF/S in a SON-based P2P system is
described. More precisely, we illustrate the use of RQL and RVL to form queries and advertise
peer base contents respectively. An example of peer fragments and their instances in the PDMS is
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presented. Also, the notion of query/view subsumption is discussed, as well as the notion of
interleaved query routing and planning. In Chapter 3 the notion of overlap between the contents
of peers is proposed. Various overlap cases are described and formulae are proposed for each
overlap case regarding simple or complex fragments, two or more peers, as well as sets of peers.
Moreover, formulae for the cardinality estimation of an arbitrary fragment of the PDMS among
an arbitrary number of peers and the total cardinality estimation of a PDMS fragment are
presented. In addition, we provide formulae for the cardinality estimation of an arbitrary query
plan and the overlap estimation between query plans. In the end of the chapter, related work on
overlap is discussed. In Chapter 4, data quality metrics (i.e. coverage, density and completeness)
are defined in our framework and estimation formulae are proposed both in the case of two or
more peers and in the case of simple or complex fragments. Formulae for these data quality
metrics in the case of query plans are presented. In addition, some statements about the value
range of these metrics in our framework are made. Finally, related work on data quality metrics is
discussed and compared with our work. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes our contributions and
illustrates our intentions for future work.
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Chapter 2
A FRAMEWORK FOR RDFS-BASED PDMSs
2.1 RDFS SCHEMA OF A PDMS
In our framework, we consider that every peer provides descriptions about information
resources that conform to a number of community schemas (e.g., for e-learning, e-services, etc.).
Peers employing the same schema to construct such descriptions in their local base belong
essentially to the same Semantic Overlay Network (SON) [11]. The notion of SONs appears to be
an intuitive way to cluster together peers sharing the same model for a particular domain or
application for expressing useful queries and exchange information with others. Of course, a peer
may belong to more than one SON, depending on the semantics of its base while it may host only
a part of the semi-structured descriptions available in the network. In our context, a PDMS is the
union of a number of SONs where queries are answered with data residing at peer bases
belonging to the same SON as the query.
A natural candidate for representing descriptive schemas about a community domain or
application model (ranging from simple structured vocabularies to complex reference models
[17]) is the Resource Description Framework/Schema Language (RDF/S) [16]. The Resource
Description Framework (RDF) is a general-purpose language for representing information about
resources in the World Wide Web. It is based on a directed graph model and it is particularly
intended for representing metadata that can be identified on the Web and moreover resources that
cannot be directly retrieved on the Web. The basic idea is that a resource (identified by a URI)
can be described through a collection of statements forming a so-called RDF description. A
specific resource together with a named property and its value is an RDF statement. The value of
a property can be another resource or a literal. A literal is either a simple string or another
primitive data type. RDF/S schemas are then used to declare vocabularies, i.e., collections of
classes and properties that can be used in resource descriptions for a specific application or
domain.
RDF is meant for situations in which information about a resource needs to be processed by
applications, rather than being only displayed to people. It provides a common framework for
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expressing this information so it can be exchanged between applications without loss of meaning.
More precisely, RDF provides (i) a standard representation language for Web metadata; and (ii) a
schema definition language (RDF/S) to interpret (meta)data using specific class and property
hierarchies (i.e., vocabularies). RDF's vocabulary description language, RDF Schema, is a
semantic extension of RDF. It provides mechanisms for describing groups of related resources,
the relationships between these resources and determines characteristics of other resources, such
as the domains and ranges of properties. RDF/S is chosen for representing the schema of P2P
databases, since its modeling primitives are the most appropriate for systems where monolithic
RDF/S schemas and resource descriptions cannot be constructed in advance and peers may have
only incomplete descriptions about the available resources.
In particular, RDF/S (a) enables a modular design of descriptive schemas based on the
mechanism of namespaces; (b) allows easy reuse or refinement of existing schemas through
subsumption of both class and property definitions; (c) supports partial descriptions since
properties associated with a resource are by default optional and repeated and (d) permits superimposed descriptions in the sense that a resource may be multiply classified under several classes
from one or several schemas. The core primitives of RDF/S schemas are classes and properties.
Classes describe general concepts or entities. Properties describe characteristics of classes or
relationships between classes. Both classes and properties may be related through subsumption.
Every property defined in an RDF/S schema has a domain class (i.e., the class that has this
property) and a range class (i.e., the value of this property). A property and its domain and range
classes form a schema triple, is denoted by (domain(r), r, range(r)). An RDF/S schema is a set of
schema triples forming a directed labelled (multi)graph, called in the sequel RDF/S schema
graph.
Formally, an RDF/S schema graph is defined in Definition 1 :
Definition 1 An RDF/S schema graph is a directed multigraph GR = ({C U L}, R, <c, <r),
where:
1. C is a set of nodes labeled with an RDF/S class name.
2. L is a set of nodes labeled with a data type (RDF/S literals).
3. R is a set of edges (c1, r, c2) from a node c1 to a node c2 labelled with a property r,
where domain(r) = c1 with c1 ∈ C and range(r) = c2 with c2 ∈ C U L.
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4. <c is a partial order imposed on nodes in C (RDF/S class subsumption).
5. <r is a partial order imposed on edges in P (RDF/S property subsumption).
In Figure 1, we can see an example of an RDF/S schema defining the SON of our PDMS,
which comprises classes (the circular nodes with class names) C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8,
C9 and C10 that are connected through properties (the solid edges with property names) r1, r2, r3,
r4, r5 and r6. Classes C5 and C6 are subsumed of C1 and C2 respectively. The class subsumption
is represented by dashed edges, and in the same way is also represented the subsumption of
properties, e.g. property r4 is a subproperty of r1. Finally, classes C7 and C8 are subsumed by C5
and C6 respectively.

C4

r3

C1

r1

C5

r2

C2

C6

r6

C10

C9

r4

C7

C3

r5

C8

Figure 1 : RDF/S schema of the PDMS

2.2 PEER BASE ADVERTISEMENTS
In the context of a PDMS, each peer should be able to advertise its local base contents to
other peers. This is achieved through the views that it exports. Using these advertisements a peer
becomes aware of the bases hosted by others in the system. Advertisements may provide
descriptive information about the actual data values (extensional) or the actual schema
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(intentional) of a peer base. However, since an RDF/S schema may contain numerous classes and
properties not necessarily populated in a peer base, we need a fine-grained definition of schemabased advertisements. To this end, we employ views to specify the fragment of an RDF/S schema
graph for which all classes and properties are populated in a peer base. In a similar way, peers can
retrieve data from the PDMS by issuing queries, which also specify a particular RDF/S schema
fragment of interest.
Queries in our framework are formulated in RQL [18], a full-fledged RDF query language
which provides sophisticated schema fragment matching facilities against RDF/S schema and
data graphs. RQL queries allow us to retrieve the contents of any peer base, namely resources
classified under classes or associated to other resources using properties defined in the RDF/S
schema. Additionally, peers employ RVL [10], an extension of RQL, for defining views that
advertise their contents. RVL views can be either virtual, or materialized. An RVL view specifies
the subset of the common schema for which all classes and properties are (in the case of a
materialized view) or can be (in the case of a virtual view) populated in a peer base. Both RQL
and RVL employ schema fragments to extract the RDF/S schema graph fragments which are
relevant to the data requested by a query/view. Table 2.1 summarizes the basic class and property
path schema fragments, which can be employed in order to formulate complex RQL/RVL
query/view schema fragments (capital letters denote variables, and small letters denote constants).
With the exception of the RQL/RVL distinction between exact (denoted with ^) and extended
schema fragment matching for class (^c{X} and c{X}) and property ({X}^r{Y} and {X}r{Y})
instances, all the other schema fragments are encountered in the majority of the RDF/S query
languages.
In the rest of the thesis we stick on the notion of RDF/S schema fragments, denoted as F,
specified by these query/view languages, rather than their syntax on RQL or RVL. A peer view is
a subgraph of the PDMS schema graph, called a fragment. A fragment consists of a connected set
of classes or properties of the whole schema. A single class can also be regarded as a fragment of
the schema, in fact it is the smallest schema fragment. When classes and properties in a fragment
are instantiated, the corresponding fragment instances are actually the view data published by the
peers of a PDMS. Formally, a schema fragment can be defined as following :
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Path Schema fragments
Class Fragments
$C
$C{X}
$C{X;$D}

Interpretation
{c | c is a schema class}
{[c, x] | c a schema class, x in the
interpretation of class c}
{[c, x, d] | c, d are schema classes, d is a
subclass of c, x is in the interpretation of class
d}

Property Path Schema fragments
@R
{X} @R {Y}

{ r| r is a schema property}
{[x, r, y] | r is a schema property, [x, y] in
the interpretation of property r}
{$C} @R {$D}
{[c, r, d] | r is a schema property, c, d are
schema classes, c is a subclass of r’s domain,
d is a subclass of r’s range}
{X; $C} @R {Y; $D}
{[x, c, r, y, d] | r is a schema property, c, d
are schema classes, c is a subclass of r’s
domain, d is a subclass of r’s range, x is in the
interpretation of c, y is in the interpretation of
d, [x, y] is in the interpretation of r}
Table 2.1 : RQL class and property schema fragments

Definition 2 Given an RDF/S schema graph GR = ({C U L}, R, <c, <r), a fragment specified
by a query or view schema fragment over GR is a subgraph GR’= (C’, R’) such that C’ ⊆ C and
R’ ⊆ R.
Table 2.2 illustrates the fragments of the SON RDF/S schema graph specified by the schema
fragments of Table 2.1. More precisely, the schema fragment c{X} can be used to retrieve all
classes that are instances of class c or any class subsumed by c, while ^c{X} consider only
classes that are in the exact interpretation of class c (no subsumed classes are considered). The
schema fragment {X}r{Y} can be used to retrieve all the instances (X,Y) of the domain and
range classes of property r. Note that this schema fragment takes also into account the class and
property subsumption relationships (denoted by the dashed triangles) to include in the result
transitive instances of domain/range classes. Schema fragment {X}^r{Y} is similar to the
previous, with the exception of considering only the exact interpretation of property r (i.e., no
properties subsumed by r will be included in the result).
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Schema

Graph Fragment

Fragment

Schema

Graph Fragment

Fragment
c

c{X}

^c{X}

c

domain(r)

{X}r{Y}

domain(r)

range(r)

{X}^r{Y}

range(r)

r

r

@R
r
{X; c}r{Y; d}

c

d

{X; c}@R{Y; d}

c

d

Table 2.2 : Graph fragments specified by query/view schema fragments
The next schema fragment, {X;c}r{Y;d}, retrieves all the instances (X,Y) of the class c and d,
where c and d are subclasses of the domain and range class of property r respectively. Note that c,
r or d can appear with a leading ^ donating the exact interpretation, and if so, the dashed triangle
will be omitted in each of the corresponding class or property. Finally, the schema fragment
{X;c}@R{Y;d} will return all the properties relating instances of the classes c and d,
respectively. These properties can be either defined to have c and d as domain and range classes
respectively but also any of the classes subsuming them. Again, the classes can appear in the
schema fragment with a leading ^.
We can easily observe the similarity in the intentional representation of both peer base
advertisements and query requests as RDF/S schema graph fragments. By representing in the
same logical framework what data are requested by a SON (i.e., queries) and what data are
actually hosted in each peer base of the SON (i.e., views), we can easily understand the data
partitioning (horizontal, vertical, mixed) in remote peers relative to a query.
In Figure 3 we give some examples of the fragments exported by each peer of the PDMS. It is
clear that a peer can either export simple fragments (e.g. a single property) or more complex
fragments (e.g. properties joined together on a common class).
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Apart from the view of the whole PDMS schema fragment, a peer also exports all of its
subviews. This means that a peer cannot only answer a query schema fragment that corresponds
to its view, but can also contribute to the answer of a query that subsumes its view. In order to
decide which peer advertisements match a SON query, we need to check whether the classes and
properties of the RDF/S schema fragments specified by the corresponding peer views are
subsumed by those of the query. The definition of subsumption between two RDF/S fragments is
given below:
Definition 3 Let the RDF/S schema graph GR = (C, L, R, <c, <r). Let also GR’= {C1, R1)
and GR’’ = (C2, R2) be two fragments of GR, specified by a query Q and a view V, respectively
(C1, C2

⊆

C and R1, R2

⊆

R). Q subsumes V (or V is subsumed by Q) if :

1.

∀

c1

∈

C1,

∋

c2

∈

C2, c1 = c2 or c2 <c c1, and

2.

∀

r1

∈

R1,

∋

r2

∈

R2, r1 = r2 or r2 <r r1.

Notice that in the above definition, all classes/properties in Q must be present or subsume a
class/property in V. However, V may have additional classes and properties. In the following,
both peer views and query fragments will be denoted only as F. Figure 2 illustrates two different
subsumption cases.
As shown in Figure 2, peer P2 exports property r4, with domain class C5 and range class C6.
Let us assume that the query in our case is the view of r4. Peer P2 exports property r4, which is a
subproperty of r1, with domain class C5 and range class C6, which are subclasses of C1 and C2
respectively. So, P2 can answer not only queries that correspond to r4, but also queries that
correspond to r1, i.e. r1 horizontally subsumes r4. On the other hand, peer P6 exports properties
r4 and r5, which are joined on their common class C6. This view can be employed to answer not
only a query concerning this view, but also any of its fragments. In other words, P6 can
contribute to the answer of either {X;C5}r4{Y;C6} or {Y;C6}r5{Z;C9}. Peer P6 can also
contribute to the query {X;C1}r1{Y;C2}, since r1 horizontally subsumes r4.
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View of peer P1

View of peer P1

r1
C1

C2

r4

C1

C5

C5

r1

r4

C2

r5

C6

C9

C6

View of peer P2

View of peer P6

a) Horizontal subsumption
b) Vertical subsumption
Figure 2 : Vertical/Horizontal query/view subsumption

2.3 PEER FRAGMENTS EXAMPLE
To give an example of the fragments exported by peers of the PDMS and the fragment
instances that each peer contains, let us consider the peers P9, P12, P13, P14 and P15 as
illustrated in Figure 3. According to the example of Figure 1, class C6 is a subclass of C2 and
class C7 is a subclass of C1 while property r4 is a subproperty of r1. Peer P9 exports properties r1
and r3 joined on class C1. We will denote this fragment as F13 = r3
P12 exports fragment F12 = r1
fragment F1236 = r3

r1

r1. In the same way, peer

r2, peer P13 exports fragment F42 = r4
r2

r2, peer P14 exports

r6 and peer P15 exports fragment F26 = r2

r6. Figure 3

shows the fragment instances that each peer contains.
As we can see, all peers of Figure 3 have common class or property instances. In other words,
the bases of peers P9, P12, P13, P14 and P15 overlap with respect to specific schema classes and
properties. For example, the instance &u1 of class C1 is common in peers P9, P12 and P14
(depicted by dashed cycles), while peers P12 and P15 have one common instance of property r2
(depicted by dashed arrows), which connects instances &u5 and &u10 of classes C2 and C3
respectively. We will discuss the notion of overlap thoroughly in Chapter 3.
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Peer P9

Peer P15

C4

r3

C2

r1

C1

&u1

&u2

&u2

&u4

&u6

&u5

r1

C1

r1

C1

C2

r1

r2

&u5

C3

r2

Overlapped
Class Instances

C3
r2

&u10

r6

C10

&u7

&u8

&u3

r3
&u4

r6

&u2

r3

r4
r3

&u11

r4

&u6
&u13

&u9

r6

Fragment Schema (F1236)
&u1

&u8

&u10

C4

r3

r6
r6

r2

r2

C2

r1

&u1

Fragment Instances

&u7

Fragment Instances

Peer P12

Peer P14

C10

&u5

&u6
r4
Fragment Instances

Fragment Schema (F12)

r2
r2

&u3

r1

r6

Fragment Schema (F26)

r3
r3

C3

C2

Fragment Schema (F13)
r1

r2

r2

&u10

r6

&u9

r2
Fragment Instances

&u12
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Overlapped
Property
Instances

Peer P13

C7

r4

r2

C6

C3

Fragment Schema (F42)
&u11

r4
r4

r2

&u12
&u14

r2

&u10
&u7

Fragment Instances
Figure 3 : PDMS schema fragments and their instances in peers

2.4 QUERY ROUTING AND PLANNING
Query processing in our framework is responsible for generating distributed query plans
guiding the execution of the query in the PDMS. The query planning phase is based on
considering the relevant to the query peer views gathered during the routing phase. The produced
query plan specifies precisely how the query is going to be deployed and executed at the selected
peers contributing to the final answer by establishing appropriate communication channels [1]
among them. We distinguish between two scenarios concerning the execution of both query
routing and planning algorithms in our context. The first scenario involves the sequential
execution of the query routing and planning phases, where the user requires the creation of a
single query plan offering complete results to the input query. This way, the produced query plan
contains all the simple properties of the query and evaluates the answer by considering the most
beneficial ordering of all the joins between them. The second scenario is based on an interleaved
execution of the query routing and planning algorithms. It is more complicated, but has several
advantages over the sequential scenario. While the first scenario requires a single execution of
both query routing and planning phases and a simple fragmentation for the input query, this is not
adequate for this second scenario, where more complex fragmentation policies should be
considered and many plans should be constructed and executed at several steps.
The interleaved query routing and planning involves a query fragmentation phase where the
query is split into distinguished fragments, each of which will eventually be executed as a whole
by the same peer. Recall that a query is always a fragment graph of the underlying PDMS schema
graph. A component called fragmentor [1] is employed in order to split the query based on the
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existing data distribution, since the fragments should exploit as much as possible the answering
capabilities of the involved peers. There are multiple ways of breaking a view into a specific
number of fragments. A set of fragments that when combined produce the complete PDMS
schema (or a query in general) is considered as a fragmentation of the schema (or the query).
Given a specific number of joins, a set of all the possible fragmentations can be produced. The
fragmentor takes as input the number of joins which are required between the produced fragments
in order to evaluate the original query. The output is all the possible fragmentations of the query
for a specific number of joins.
As we can see in Figure 4, in the simplest case the number of joins equals 0, so the whole
view is returned. At each next round of the interleaved routing and planning the number of joins
is increased by 1, until no further fragmentation of the view is possible, i.e., the query is
decomposed to its primitive components, i.e. simple properties and all the joins involved in it are
considered. Let us take as example the schema fragment F1236 that peer P14 exports according to
our example of Figure 3. This is a fragment of size 4 comprising properties r1, r2, r3 and r6. It is
clear that only peer P14 can answer a query requesting F1236 as a whole (i.e. fragmentation with 0
joins at round 0). However, by considering all possible fragmentations of F1236 (at a round >0)
additional anwers to the query can be computed by combining the subfragments published by
other peers. Let us assume that at a specific point in time the only peers of the PDMS. are those
depicted in Figure 3. and let us call Fij…k the sub-fragment composed of properties ri, rj, … rk.
When the number of joins is 1 (round 1), all the possible fragmentations we can obtain are
F123

F6, F126

F3 and F13

F26. When it comes to a fragmentation with 2 joins (round 2),

all the possible fragmentations are F12

F3

F6, F26

F1

F3 and F13

Finally, in the case of a fragmentation with 3 joins (round 3), only fragmentation F1

F2
F2

F6 .
F3

F6 is possible. In order to discover which peer can be ansewer a specific sub-fragment, query
routing is taking palce.
Query routing takes into account the data distribution (horizontal, vertical or mixed) of peer
bases committing to the PDMS schema. Query routing is responsible for the data localization [1]
and the lookup phases [2]. The lookup service is responsible to identify and return the peer
advertisements relevant to each fragment of the query, with the possible help of a peer view index
embedded in the PDMS. Then, the data localization phase matches a given RQL query against a
set of RVL peer views in order to determine relevant peer bases based on appropriate query/view
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QP8

Ordering of
Query Plan
Completeness

F1F2F3F6

QP5
F12F3F6

QP2

QP6

F123F6

QP3

F26F1F3

F126F3

QP7

QP4

F13F2F6

F13F26

F1236

QP1

Figure 4: Possible fragmentations of a query schema fragment
subsumption techniques. In fact, the data localizatio n algorithm annotates each schema fragment
of the query with the peers that can answer it. As already stated, when a peer P exports a PDMS
fragment, it also exports all of its sub – fragments. The peers that can answer each sub – fragment
of F, as well as the localization information of the sub - fragments are shown in Table 2.3.
Fragment

Localization information

F1236

P14

F123

P14

F126

P14

F13

P14, P9

F26

P14, P15

F12

P14, P13, P12

F1

P9, P12, P13, P14

F2

P12, P13, P14, P15

F3

P9, P14

F6

P14, P15

Table 2.3 : Query fragments annotated with localization information
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Query planning in our framework is responsible for generating a distributed query plan according
to the localization information returned by the routing algorithm. There are two operators used in
a PDMS: the join operator and the union operator. If more than one peer can answer the same
query, the results from each such peer base are “unioned” (horizontal distribution). As the query
is traversed, the results obtained for different queries that are connected at a specific domain or
range class are “joined” (vertical distribution) [3]. The final query plan is created when all its
consistent fragments are translated.
Since for almost every fragment of Figure 4 there are two or more peers that export it, we can
write each query plan in two equivalent ways: either as a union of joins of the sub – fragments
that form the specific query plan, or as joins of the unions of the peers that export each sub –
fragment. Let us consider the join between the sub – fragments F123 and F6. In the first case, the
query plan is written as F123

F6 which means (F123

F6)ΣPi, i.e. it is evaluated on the set of

all the peers in the PDMS. This “union of joins” of fragment instances found on individual peers,
i.e. ∑ij((F123)Pi

(F6)Pj), where Σ means here union, may be written as a “join of unions” plan.

Thus, in the second case, the query plan can be written as (F123)ΣPi

(F6)ΣPj, i.e. the join

between the set of F123 instances found in the whole PDMS with the set of F6 instances in the
whole PDMS. Notice that results produced by plan F1236 are included in those produced by, e.g.
(F6)Pi) ⊆ ∑ij((F123)Pi

F123

F6, because F1236 = ∑i((F1236)Pi) = ∑i((F123)Pi

F123

F6. More generally, replacing a fragment by a join of sub-fragments adds new results to

(F6)Pj) =

those produced by the original plan. This inclusion relation induces a partial order relation among
the above plans in terms of query answers, as illustrated in Figure 4. Arrows in the lattice connect
elements to “smaller” ones; the largest plan is at the top and the smallest one is at the bottom.
As we will discuss in the following, during query routing and planning, the corresponding
data quality metrics (i.e. coverage, density and completeness) of each peer that can answer a
specific query fragment have been computed. This way, during query planning the peer
responsible to create a plan will not need to contact every time the peers that contain data quality
information about the subfragments of the plan. The annotated schema fragment of the query
produced by the data localization algorithm is then translated to an appropriate algebraic plan
using the algebra presented in [1]. Figure 5 depicts the plans involving only one join between sub
– fragments (i.e. round 1) according to the fragments illustrated in Figure 4 and the peers of Table
2.3.
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Plan F123

F6
U

SubPlan 1

SubPlan 2

F123@P14
Plan F126

F6@P14

F6@P15

F3

U
SubPlan 1

SubPlan 2

F126@P14

Plan F13

F3@P9

F3@P14

F26
U

U

SubPlan 1

F13@P9

SubPlan 2

F13@P14

F26@P14

F26@P15

Figure 5 : Query plan creation
Each one of these query plans is passed to an optimizer in order to apply heuristic and/or costbased optimization techniques [1] as long as the number of inter-peer joins in the equivalent
query plan is less than the intra-peer one. In the interleaved query routing and planning phase, the
only way to achieve completeness and correctness in the results is to push unions at the top of the
query plan. This makes possible (a) to evaluate an entire join at a single peer (intra-peer
processing) when its view is subsumed by the query fragment, and (b) to parallelize the execution
of the union in several peers. As a result, at each consequent phase a number of plans consisting
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of only inter-peer (i.e. between different peers) joins exist under each union. This number equals
to all the possible plans created from different fragmentations but with the same number of interpeer joins.
However, at each such fragmentation, if the unions, which combine the data for each
fragment from all the peers that can answer it are pushed up, the number of these plans is
increased. At each step of the interleaved execution, query plans that are considered at the
previous phases of the execution should be removed, since their results are already computed.
This actually means that only inter-peer processing is considered, since all emerging intra-peer
joins have been handled in the previous phases [1]. In this sense, the query plans of Figure 5 can
be rewritten as shown in Figure 6.
Finally, the optimized plans are sent to the execution engine responsible for forwarding the
already distinguished subplans to the appropriate peers and monitoring their evaluation. Peer
communication is achieved by the use of appropriate communication channels that additionally
provide the means for query plan adaptation during query execution in case of run-time failures.
We can easily observe from our example that taking into account the vertical distribution ensures
correctness of query results (i.e., produce a valid answer), while considering horizontal
distribution in query plans favors completeness of query results (i.e., produce more and more
valid answers).

Plan F123

F6
U

F1236@P14

F123@P14 F6@P14

F123@P14 F6@P15
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Plan F126

F3
U

F1236@P14

F126@P14 F3@P14

Plan F13

F126@P14 F3@P9

F26
U

F1236@P14

F13@P14 F26@P14

F13@P14 F26@P15

F13@P9 F26@P14 F13@P9 F26@P15

Figure 6 : Optimizing query plans using heuristics and algebraic equivalences
The number of query plans that are generated by the query planning algorithm by considering
all fragmentation alternatives of a given query can be fairly large. Pruning the available plans
with the use of appropriate quality metrics in addition to estimations about their execution cost is
a great challenge. By using data quality metrics such as coverage, density and completeness of
the view instances published by the peers with respect to the PDMS schema and its virtual
instantiation, we intend to prune as much as possible the planning space and provide users with
answers of higher quality, in a reasonable processing time. A threshold combining both cost and
data quality metrics could be set either by the user or the system. In the following, we give the
definitions of the quality metrics and we propose formulae for their calculation in different cases.
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Chapter 3
OVERLAP OF PEER BASES
With the term “overlap” in our context we refer to the degree to which two or more peers
contain the same data of a specific fragment (either a single class or property, or a more complex
fragment), i.e. export the same instances of a specific fragment. E.g. if two or more peers export
the same class, we can estimate their overlap with respect to this class, i.e. their common
instances of this class. In the same way we can estimate the overlap of a single property, or even
the overlap of a more complex fragment (consisting of two or more properties joined together)
among the peers that export it.
We can either use probabilities to express overlap, or it can be expressed as the cardinality of
the common instances of two or more peers with respect to a fragment. In the following we will
show overlap estimations in both forms. To distinguish between them, we will denote the overlap
of two peers Pi, Pj with respect to a fragment F as overlapPi,Pj(F), when it is expressed as a
probability, and as OverlapPi,Pj(F), when it is expressed as cardinality. The different overlap cases
are given below:
 Independence: peers Pi and Pj are independent with respect to F if there is no
(known) dependency of F instances in peers Pi and Pj. That is, there is some coincidental
overlap. As a result, overlapPi,Pj(F) is estimated. Whenever there is no concrete knowledge
about overlap (see the following cases), we assume independence.
 Disjointness: it is known that peers Pi and Pj do not have any common instances of
fragment F, so, overlapPi,Pj(F) = 0.
 Quantified overlap: In some occasions the exact degree of overlap with respect to
F is known, i.e., it is known that peers Pi and Pj have X% common F instances, where X is
a known probability. Then, overlapPi,Pj(F)= X/100.
 Containment: in this case, it is known that the F instances of one of the peers are
contained in the F instances of the other or vice versa. Let us assume that the F instances
of Pi are included in the F instances of Pj. Thus, overlapPi,Pj(F) = 1.
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We should point out that the independence assumption for overlap estimation is more realistic
than the other assumptions in an open dynamic setting such as a PDMS. In fact, in the
independence case, overlap is the probability that a random instance of a fragment F belongs to
two or more peers. To compute this probability we should consider a universe of discourse,
which is determined by the morphology of fragment F (e.g. a single property, a join of two
properties, etc). In our case, we consider the maximum number of F instances expected to be
retrieved in our PDMS. This reference set is modeled as the product of the instances of all the
classes involved in a fragment and it represents the maximum number of fragment instances we
can obtain from our PDMS. As we will observe during overlap estimation the connectivity of
resource nodes through property edges increases as peers publish more fragments sharing
common resources.
To give an example of overlap, let us consider the peers and their instances in Figure 3. It is
obvious that the property instances that connect the same domain and range class instances are in
fact the same. In favor of simplicity we will assume that the peers and fragment instances
addressed above are the only peers and fragments of the PDMS.
Let us denote the cardinality of each peer P with respect to the fragment F it exports as |F|P
and the total cardinality of fragment F in the PDMS as ||F||, which is the reference set for overlap
computations. The cardinality estimation of ||F||, where F is an arbitrary fragment in a PDMS with
an arbitrary number of peers, will be presented in sections 3.7 and 3.9. The cardinalities of the
peers with respect to the fragments they export, as well as the total cardinalities of the PDMS
fragments are shown in Table 3.1. We should note that when computing the total cardinality of a
fragment F that involves two or more properties joined together, we should take into account both
the joins that concern properties in the same peer and the joins that concern properties that come
from different peers. For example, let us consider fragment r2
a whole by peers P14 and P15. However, instances of fragment r2

r6. This fragment is exported as
r6 can occur also by joining

instances of r2 and r6 that belong to other peers that export one of these properties. Peers P12,
P13, P14 and P15 export property r2, and peers P14 and P15 export property r6. So, the total
number of r2

r6 instances includes also those instances created by joining fragments of

different peers.
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Total PDMS fragment cardinalities
Fragment C1

Fragment C2

Fragment C3

||C1|| = 3

||C2|| = 5

||C3|| = 2

Fragment C4

Fragment C7

Fragment C6

||C4|| = 2

||C7|| = 1

||C6|| = 2

Fragment r1

Fragment r2

||r1|| = 6

||r2|| = 6

Fragment r4

Fragment r6

||r4||= 2

||r6|| = 2

Fragment C10
||C10|| = 2
Fragment r3
||r3|| = 3
Fragment r1
||r1

Fragment r3

r2|| = 8

Fragment r3
|| r3

r2

r1

r1

||r3
r2

|| r1

Fragment r2

r1|| = 7

Fragment r1

r2|| = 8

r1

r2

r2

|| r2
r6

r6|| = 10

r6|| = 9

Fragment r1
|| r1

r6

r2

r2

r3

r3

r6|| = 13

Table 3.14 : Total fragment cardinalities of the PDMS
Before we give an example of overlap estimation, we should note that we will use the term
“overlap” to refer to the overlap expressed as probability and the term “Overlap” to refer to the
overlap expressed as cardinality.
As we can see in Figure 3, peers P9, P12 and P14 have a common instance of class C1. The
total number of C1 instances in the PDMS is 3. So,
OverlapP9,P12,P14(C1) = 1
overlapP9,P12,P14(C1) = 1 / 3 = 0,33
Besides, peer P12 has only one C1 instance which is involved in the C1 instances of peer P9.
As a result, all the C1 instances of P12 are contained in the C1 instances of P9. Thus :
overlapP12,P9(C1) = 1
overlapP9,P12(C1) = 1 / 2 = 0,5
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r6

Peer P13 exports instances of class C7, which is a subclass of C1, i.e. C1 horizontally
subsumes C7. Peers P13 and P14 have one common C7 instance, which in P14 is exported as a
C1 instance, since P14 exports class C1. The total number of C1 instances in the PDMS is 3. As a
result,
OverlapP13,P14(C1UC7) = 1
overlapP13,P14(C1UC7) = 1 / 3 = 0,33
Peers P9 and P14 export property r1 with the same domain and range classes, C1 and C2
respectively. They have two common r1 instances, while the total number of r1 instances in the
PDMS is 6, so
OverlapP9,P14(r1) = 2
overlapP9,P14(r1) = 2 / 6 = 0,33
Peer P13 exports instances of property r4, which is a subproperty of r1, i.e. r1 horizontally
subsumes r4. The domain and range classes of r4 in P13 are subclasses of the domain and range
classes of r1 in P14. Peers P13 and P14 have one common r4 instance, which in P14 is exported
as an r1 instance, since P14 exports property r1. The total number of r1 instances in the PDMS is
6. As a result,
OverlapP13,P14(r1Ur4) = 1
overlapP13,P14(r1Ur4) = 1 / 6 = 0,17
Peers P14 and P15 both export fragment r2

r6 with the same domain and range classes.

They have two common instances of this fragment, while the total number of r2

r6 instances

in the PDMS is 9. So,
OverlapP14,P15(r2

r6) = 2

overlapP14,P15(r2

r6) = 2 / 9 = 0,22

Before we show examples and formulae for overlap computation in each of the above cases,
we will present the main assumptions and information that is necessary. As we observed in the
example above, an important factor of the overlap computation is the distinct number of the
instances of F in the PDMS, i.e. ||F||. We should note that in the example above we can easily
compute the distinct number of instances for each fragment of the PDMS. However, in reality it
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is very difficult, as peers can join and leave the system at free will and no peer can hold precise
fragment cardinalities. In addition, the existence of class and property subsumption makes it even
harder to calculate the total cardinality of a specific fragment in the PDMS. As a result, the
existence of duplicates affects our estimations for fragment cardinalities and thus the precision
but not the formulae of our metrics. In other words, the factor ||F|| denotes the distinct total
number of F instances in the PDMS, but in reality its precise value may be affected by duplicate
instances. We will denote as ∑ i | F |Pi the total cardinality of fragment F in the PDMS,
considering also duplicates. Then, it holds that ||F|| ≤ ∑ i | F |Pi . By computing the overlap
between peers, we can make corrections to the estimation we have for ||F||. The problem of
estimating the total cardinality of an arbitrary fragment of the PDMS schema will be presented
thoroughly in sections 3.7 and 3.9. At this point we should note that in the rest of this work for
readability reasons we will use the symbol ||F|| instead of the symbol ||F|| to denote the total
cardinality of fragment F in the PDMS.
Our main assumption about the PDMS schema classes/properties is that when a peer exports
instances of a specific class/property, it exports not only direct, but also transitive instances, i.e.
instances of its subclasses/subproperties (horizontal subsumption). For example, peer P1 of
Figure 2 exports instances of class C1, and peer P2 exports class C5, a subclass of C1, which has
no subclasses. Then, apart from the direct C1 instances that are exported, there may be instances
of C5, which are exported as instances of C1, i.e. transitive C1 instances. In fact, all the instances
of class C5 can be exported as C1 instances. We will represent the sum of all direct C1 instances
^

in the PDMS as || C1|| . The same assumption holds for properties. Among the instances of a
property that a peer exports may well be involved instances of its subproperties.
Let us now generalize our assumptions to the whole PDMS. We denote as ||C1|| and ||C5|| the
sum of the C1 and C5 instances (both direct and transitive) respectively that are exported by all
the peers of the PDMS. We previously stated that the peers which export C1 instances, also
export C5 instances. As a result, transitive C1 instances consist of all C5 instances and thus,
under both an open-world and a closed-world assumption of the schema level the following
relations hold :
^

||C1|| = || C1|| + ||C5|| Ö ||C1|| > ||C5||
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The same assumption holds for the properties and their subproperties.
Another important element for overlap computation is that each peer of the PDMS knows
how many instances of a fragment it exports, whether it is a single class or property, or a more
complex fragment. However, when there are two or more peers which export the same fragment
there is no way to find the exact number of their common fragment instances. As a result, we use
probabilities to estimate overlap.
In the following sections, we will provide examples for the overlap computation of the cases
presented above and we will present the formulae we use.

3.1 PEERS PUBLISHING THE SAME CLASS
We will first take the simplest fragment, i.e. a class. Let us consider the simplest case of two
peers that export the same class and the probabilities that a random instance of this class appears
in all of them are independent with each other (independence overlap case). For example, in
Figure 3 peers P9 and P12 export direct instances of class C1. We denote as ||C1|| the sum of all
C1 instances in the PDMS. This is the reference set for the overlap estimations with respect to
class C1. We also denote as |C1|P9 and |C1|P12 the cardinalities of C1 in peers P9 and P12
respectively. We want to estimate the probability that a random C1 instance of the reference set is
common in both peers, i.e. is a C1 instance of P9 and P12. This is presented graphically in Figure
7:

C1 instances
of P9

C1 instances
of P12

||C1||
Figure 7 : A common class between two peers
The maximum number of times that a C1 instance in the PDMS appears in P9 is |C1|P9 and
the maximum number of times a C1 instance in the PDMS appears in P12 is |C1|P12. The
probabilities p, q that a specific C1 instance of the PDMS appears in P9, P12 respectively is
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pP9(C1) =

| C1| P9
|| C1||

(3.1)

| C1| P12
qP12(C1) =
|| C1||
As a result, taking into account formula (3.1), the probability of the common C1 instances of
P9 and P12 in the independence overlap case, is
overlap P9,P12,P14(C1) = pP9(C1) * qP12(C1) * rP14(C1) (3.2)
Formula (3.2) expresses overlap as a probability. The overlap cardinality of peers P9 and P12
with respect to C1 is
Overlap P9,P12(C1) = overlapP9,P12(C1) * ||C1|| (3.3)
As a result, the cardinality of the union of these peers with respect to class C1 is expressed as
|C1|P9,P12 = |C1|P9 + |C1|P12 - OverlapP9,P12(C1) (3.4)
Then for the different cases of overlap, the estimation formulae are presented in Table 3.2 :
Overlap Cases

Overlap Estimation

Disjointness

overlapP9,P12(C1)= 0

Independence

| C1| P9

| C1| P12

overlapP9,P12(C1) = || C1|| * || C1||

overlapP9,P12(C1) = X where X is a known

Quantified Overlap

probability
overlapP9,P12(C1) = 1

Containment (e.g. of C1P9 in C1P12)

| C1| P9

overlapP12,P9(C1) = | C1| P12
Table 3.25 : Overlap cases for two peers exporting the same class
The case of disjointness is obvious : there are no common instances between P9 and P12 with
respect to C1 and as a result overlapP9,P12(C1) = 0. In the case of independence, overlapP9,P12(C1)
is formed by the probabilities that a random C1 instance of the reference set, denoted as ||C1||,
appears in the C1 instances of P9 and P12 respectively. When both of the peers contain a great
percentage of the C1 instances of the PDMS, it is obvious that there is a greater probability that
the C1 instances of the peers overlap. When one or both of the peers contain a small percentage
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of the C1 instances of the PDMS, there is a small probability that their contents with respect to
C1 overlap. When we consider quantified overlap of C1 in peers P9 and P12 we consider a
probability that these peers have common C1 instances, e.g. 20% of their C1 instances may be
common. In the case of containment overlap of C1P9 in C1P12, the probability of the C1 instances
of P1 that are contained in P12, is overlapP9,P12(C1) = 1, since all the C1 instances of P9 are
contained in P12. However, the probability that the C1 instances of P12 are contained in P9
cannot be estimated as in the case of independence, where we assume a normal distribution of the

| C1| P9

C1 instances among the peers. It is overlapP12,P9(C1) = | C1| P12 . In this case, the greater the
number of C1 instances contained in P9, the greater the overlapP12,P9(C1).

3.2 PEERS PUBLISHING SUBSUMED CLASSES
The case where one peer exports instances of a class and another peer exports instances of a
subclass is similar. In Figure 3, peer P12 exports instances of class C2 and peer P13 exports
instances of class C6, which is a subclass of C2. In this case, we are interested in the probability
of the common instances between the C2 instances in peer P12 and the C6 instances of peer P13,
as shown graphically in Figure 8.

C2 instances
of P12

C6 instances
of P13

||C2||
Figure 8 : Common class/subclass instances between two peers
In other words, we are interested in the probability that a C6 instance of P13 is also exported
as a C2 instance of P12. In this case, the reference set for overlap estimations is ||C2||, because all
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the instances of C6 can also be exported as instances of C2, due to the fact that C6 is a subclass of
C2.
The probability p that a specific C2 instance of the PDMS appears in P12 is
pP12(C2) =

| C 2 | P12
|| C 2 ||

and the probability that a C6 instance appears in P13 is
qP13(C6) =

| C6 | P13
|| C 2 ||

The formula for their overlap in the independence case is estimated as
overlapP124,P13(C2UC6) = pP12(C2) * qP13(C6)

(3.5)

Formula (3.5) expresses overlap as a probability. The overlap cardinality of peers P12 and
P13 with respect to C2UC6 is
Overlap P12,P13(C2UC6) = overlapP12,P13(C2UC6) * ||C2||

(3.6)

As a result, the cardinality of the union of these peers with respect to class C6 is expressed as
|C2UC6|P12,P13 = |C2|P12 + |C6|P13 - OverlapP12,P13(C2UC6)

(3.7)

Then for the different cases of overlap, the overlap estimation formulae are presented in Table
3.3 :
Overlap Cases

Overlap Estimation

Disjointness

overlapP12,P13(C2UC6)= 0

Independence

| C2| P12

| C6| P13

overlapP12,P13(C2UC6) = || C2|| * || C2||

overlapP12,P13(C2UC6) = X where X is a

Quantified Overlap

known probability
overlapP13,P12(C2UC6) = 1

Containment (of C6P13 in C2P12)

| C6| P13
overlapP12,P13(C2UC6) = | C2| P12
Table 3.36: Overlap cases for two peers exporting subsumed classes
The case of disjointness is obvious: there are no common C6 instances between P12 and P13
and as a result overlapP12,P13(C2UC6) = 0. In the case of independence, the probability of their
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common instances is the probability that a C6 instance of P13, expressed by the probability that a
C6 instance of the PDMS appears in P13, is exported as a C2 instance of P12, expressed by the
probability that a C2 instance appears in P12. When there is a great probability that a C6 instance
appears in P13 and a C2 instance appears in P12, there is also a great probability that there exist
C6 instances of P13 that are exported also as C2 instances of P12, i.e. the overlap estimation is
greater. Overlap is small when a small percentage of the C6 instances of the PDMS appear in P13
and also a small percentage of the C2 instances of the PDMS appear in P12. The quantified
overlap of C2 and C6 in peers P12 and P13 is the probability that these peers have common
instances, e.g. 20% of the C6 instances of P13 may also be exported as C2 instances of P12. In
the case of containment overlap of C6P13 in C2P12, the probability of the C6 instances of P13 that
are contained in P12, is overlapP13,P12(C2UC6) = 1, since all the C6 instances of P13 are contained
in P12. However, the probability of the C2 instances of P12 that are contained in P13 (of course
the common instances will be instances of class C6), cannot be estimated assuming a normal

| C6| P13
distribution of the C6 instances of the PDMS. It is overlapP12,P13(C2UC6) = | C2| P12 . All these
C6 instances are also C2 instances of P12. In this case, the greater the probability that a C6
instance appears in P13, the greater the overlap of C2 and C6 in peers P12, P13.

3.3 PEERS PUBLISHING THE SAME PROPERTY
When two or more peers export the same property, one of the following cases holds :
♦

The common property has the same domain and range classes in both peers.

♦

One or both of the domain/range classes of the property in the one peer are

subclasses of the corresponding domain/range classes of the property in the other peer.
We should point out that in the case of a property p relating two classes C and C’, the
reference set for the overlap estimation formulae is the Cartesian product of the instances of C
and C’ in the PDMS, whether we consider the overlap of peers that export the same property, or
the overlap of peers that export subsumed properties with the same domain and range classes.
This assumption also holds for more complex fragments that consist of two or more properties.
When we have peers that export property p with domain class C and range class C’, their overlap
with respect to p is the probability that their common C and C’ instances are connected to form p
instances. In the following sections we will present the formulae for each case.
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3.3.1 PROPERTIES WITH THE SAME DOMAIN/RANGE
Another case of fragment that two or more peers may export is a single property. In Figure 3,
peers P9 and P12 export property r1, with domain class C1 and range class C2. In this case, the
reference set for overlap estimation is the maximum possible number of r1 inatances in the
PDMS, which is expressed by the Cartesian product of the classes that property r1 relates,
i.e.||C1|| * ||C2||.

`

r1 instances
of P9

r1 instances
of P12

|C1|P9 * |C2|P9

|C1|P12 * |C2|P12

||C1|| * ||C2||

Figure 9 : A common property between two peers
We represent as |C1|P9, |C2|P9, |C1|P12, |C2|P12 the cardinalities of C1 and C2 in P9, P12
respectively. We also represent as |r1|P9 and |r1|P12 the cardinalities of r1 in P9, P12 respectively.
To estimate the overlap between P9 and P12 with respect to r1 in the independence overlap case
we would like to find the probability that a random instance of property r1 of the reference set is
contained in both peers.
The probability that an r1 instance appears in peer P9 is

prP9(r1) =

| r1| P9
|| C1||*|| C2||

(3.8)

The probability of r1 in P12 is computed similarly to (3.8). So, we have :
overlapP9,P12(r1) = prP9(r1) * prP12(r1)

(3.9)
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Formula (3.9) expresses overlap as a probability. The overlap cardinality of peers P9 and P12
with respect to property r1 is
Overlap P9,P12(r1) = overlapP9,P12(r1) * ||C1|| * ||C2||

(3.10)

As a result, the cardinality of the union of these peers with respect to property r1 is expressed
as
|r1|P9,P12 = |r1|P9 + |r1|P12 - OverlapP9,P12(r1)

(3.11)

There is also another, equivalent way to estimate the probability of property r1 in peers P9
and P12. The probability that the C1 and C2 instances of P9 are connected to form r1 instances is

| r1| P9
pP9(r1) =
| C1| P9*| C 2 | P9

(3.12)

In the same way we can compute the probability that the C1 and C2 instances of P12 are
connected to form r1 instances. In other words, the overlap of peers P9 and P12 with respect to
property r1 is the product of the probabilities of their common C1 and C2 instances, using
formula (3.2) and the probabilities that their common C1 and C2 instances form instances of
property r1, using formula (3.12) :
overlapP9,P12(r1) = overlapP9,P12(C1)*overlapP9,P12(C2) * prP9(r1) * prP12(r1) (3.13)
In the following, we consider the overlap cases for C1 and C2. To be completely correct, we
should take the case where e.g. C1 is independent in peers P9, P12 while C2 has quantified
overlap in both peers and the case where C2 is independent in peers P9, P12 while C1 has
quantified overlap in both peers. However, in favor of simplicity we consider only one of these
cases, as the other is similar. This is done in all overlap estimation formulae presented in the
following sections.
Then, for the different cases the overlap estimation formulae are presented in Table 3.4:
Overlap of C1

Overlap Estimation Formulae

Overlap Estimation Formulae

and C2 in peers

for C1, C2

for property r1

P9, P12
Disjointness of

overlapP9,P12(C1) = 0

C1, C2

overlapP9,P12(C2) = 0

overlapP9,P12(r1) = 0
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Disjointness of
C1 and
independence
of C2
Disjointness of

overlapP9,P12(r1) = 0

overlapP9,P12(C1) = 0

| C2| P9 | C2| P12

overlapP9,P12(C2)= || C2|| * || C2||
overlapP9,P12(C1) = 0

overlapP9,P12(r1) = 0

C1 and
quantified
overlap of C2

overlapP9,P12(C2) = X, where X is
a known probability

Disjointness of

overlapP9,P12(C1) = 0

C1 and
containment of

| C2| P12
overlapP9,P12(C2) = | C2| P9

C2P12 in C2P9

overlapP12,P9(C2) = 1

Independence
of C1, C2

| C1| P9 | C1| P12

overlapP9,P12(C1)= || C1|| * || C1||

| C2| P9 | C2| P12
overlapP9,P12(C2)= || C2|| * || C2||
Containment of
C1P12 in C1P9

| C1| P12
overlapP9,P12(C1) = | C1| P9

and

overlapP12,P9(C1) = 1

containment of

| C2| P12
overlapP9,P12(C2) = | C2| P9

C2P12 in C2P9

overlapP9,P12(r1) = 0

overlapP9,P12(r1)=
| r1| P9
| r1| P12
*
|| C1||*|| C2|| || C1||*|| C2||

overlapP12,P9(r1) = 1
overlapP9,P12(r1)=

| r1| P12
|| C1||*|| C2||

overlapP12,P9(C2) = 1
Table 3.47: Overlap cases for two peers exporting the same property with the same
domain/range
As shown in Table 3.4, all the cases where at least one of C1, C2 is disjoint in peers P9, P12,
result in disjointness of r1 in these peers, i.e. overlapP9,P12(r1) = 0. This is obvious, since only
common C1 and C2 instances in the two peers can form common r1 instances. In the case of
independence overlap of C1 and C2 in the two peers, overlapP9,P12(r1) is the probability that a
random r1 instance of the PDMS appears in both peers. In the case where the C1 and C2
instances of P12 are contained in P9, overlapP9,P12(r1) is the probability that a random C1 instance
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and a random C2 instance of the PDMS appear in P12, since peer P9 has C1 and C2 instances
other than their common, while overlapP12,P9(r1) = 1, since all the C1 and C2 instances of peer
P12 are contained in P9. The probabilities of the common C1 and C2 instances between P9 and
P12 are formed in the same way as in section 3.2. It is clear that when each of the peers P9 and
P12 contain a great percentage of C1 and C2 instances, then the probabilities of their common C1
and C2 instances will also be great and if there is a great percentage of the C1 and C2 instances in
each peer that connect to form r1 instances, then the probability of the overlap of property r1 in
the two peers will also be great.

3.3.2 PROPERTIES WITH SUBSUMED DOMAINS/RANGES
In Figure 10, peer P1 exports property r1 with domain class C1 and range class C2, while
peer P4 exports property r1 with domain class C5 and range class C6, which are subclasses of C1
and C2 respectively. The reference set for the overlap estimation formulae is the Cartesian
product of instances of C1 and C2 in the PDMS, i.e. ||C1|| * ||C2||, since C5 and C6 are subclasses
of C1 and C2 respectively and thus all the instances of C5 and C6 are contained in ||C1|| and ||C2||
respectively. The overlap of P1 and P4 with respect to r1, denoted as overlapP1,P4(r1), in the
independence overlap case, is the probability that a random instance of property r1 belongs both
to peers P1 and P4.

View of peer P1

C1

View of peer P4

r1

C2

C5

r1

C6

Figure 10 : Peers exporting the same property with subsumed domain and range
Then, for the different cases of r1 overlap the overlap estimation formulae are presented in
Table 3.5:
Overlap of C1, C5

Overlap Estimation Formulae

Overlap Estimation Formulae

and C2, C6 in

for C1, C5 and C2, C6

for property r1

peers P1, P4
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Disjointness

of overlapP1,P4(C1UC5) = 0

overlapP1,P4(r1) = 0

C1,C5 and C2, C6 overlapP1,P4(C2UC6) = 0
Disjointness
C1,

C5

independence

overlapP1,P4(r1) = 0

of overlapP1,P4(C1UC5) = 0
and

| C2| P1 | C6| P4
of overlapP1,P4(C2UC6)= || C2|| * || C2||

C2, C6
overlapP1,P4(r1) = 0

Disjointness of overlapP1,P4(C1UC5) = 0
C1,

C5

and

quantified overlap overlapP1,P4(C2UC6) = X, where X is a
known probability

of C2, C6

Disjointness of overlapP1,P4(C1UC5) = 0
C1,

C5

containment

overlapP1,P4(r1) = 0

and

| C6| P4
of overlapP1,P4(C2UC6) = | C2| P1

C6P4 in C2P1

Independence
of C1, C5 and C2,

overlapP4,P1(C2UC6) = 1

| C1| P1 | C5| P4
overlapP1,P4(C1UC5)= || C1|| * || C1||
| C2| P1 | C6| P4

overlapP1,P4(r1)=
| r1| P1
| r1| P4
*
|| C1||*|| C2|| || C1||*|| C2||

overlapP1,P4(C2UC6)= || C2|| * || C2||

C6
Containment
of C5P4 in C1P1

| C5| P4
overlapP1,P4(C1UC5) = | C1| P1

and containment overlapP4,P1(C1UC5) = 1
of C6P4 in C2P1

overlapP4,P1(r1)= 1
overlapP1,P4(r1)=

| r1| P4
|| C1||*|| C2||

| C6| P4

overlapP1,P4(C2UC6) = | C2| P1
overlapP4,P1(C2UC6) = 1

Table 3.58: Overlap cases for two peers exporting the same property with subsumed
domains/ranges
As shown in Table 3.5, the overlap cases are the same as those of Table 3.4 and the overlap
formulae are similar. The only difference is that we consider subsumed classes (i.e. classes C1
and C5 and classes C2 and C6). It is clear that when each of the peers P1 and P4 contain a great
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percentage of C5 and C6 instances, then the probabilities of their common C5 and C6 instances
will also be great as well as the probability of the overlap of property r1 in the two peers.
The overlap of Table 3.5 can be expressed as cardinality with the following formula :
Overlap P1,P4(r1) = overlapP1,P4(r1) * ||C1|| * ||C2||
As a result, the cardinality of the union of these peers with respect to property r1 is expressed as
|r1|P1,P4 = |r1|P1 + |r1|P4 - OverlapP1,P4(r1)

3.4 PEERS PUBLISHING SUBSUMED PROPERTIES
When two or more peers export the same property, one of the following cases holds :
♦

The properties have the same domain and range classes in both peers.

♦

One or both of the domain/range classes of the property in the one peer are

subclasses of the corresponding domain/range classes of the property in the other peer.
In the following sections we will present the formulae for each case.

3.4.1 PROPERTIES WITH THE SAME DOMAIN/RANGE
In Figure 11 peer P1 exports property r1 and peer P3 exports property r4, subproperty of r1
with the same domain and range.

`

r1 instances
of P1

r4 instances
of P3

|C1|P1 * |C2|P1

|C1|P3 * |C2|P3

||C1|| * ||C2||
Figure 11 : Peers exporting subsumed properties with the same domain / range
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The reference set for the overlap estimation formulae is the Cartesian product of instances of
C1 and C2 in the PDMS, i.e. ||C1|| * ||C2||. The overlap of P1 and P3 with respect to r4, denoted
as overlapP1,P3(r1Ur4) in the independence case, is the probability that a random instance of
property r4 of the reference set belongs both to peers P1 and P3. Then, for the different cases of
r1 and r4 overlap the overlap estimation formulae are presented in Table 3.6:
Overlap of C1 and

Overlap Estimation Formulae for Overlap Estimation Formulae

C2 in peers P1, P3

C1 and C2

for properties r1, r4

Disjointness of C1

overlapP1,P3(C1) = 0

and C2

overlapP1,P3(C2) = 0

Disjointness of C1

overlapP1,P3(C1) = 0

and independence of

overlapP1,P3(r1Ur4) = 0

C2

| C2| P1 | C2| P3
overlapP1,P3(C2)= || C2|| * || C2||

Disjointness of C1

overlapP1,P3(C1) = 0

overlapP1,P3(r1Ur4) = 0

and quantified

overlapP1,P3(C2) = X, where X is a

overlap of C2
Disjointness of C1
and containment of
C2P3 in C2P1

overlapP1,P3(r1Ur4) = 0

known probability
overlapP1,P3(C1) = 0

overlapP1,P3(r1Ur4) = 0

| C2| P3

overlapP1,P3(C2) = | C2| P1
overlapP3,P1(C2) = 1

Independence of C1
and C2

| C1| P1 | C1| P3
overlapP1,P3(C1)= || C1|| * || C1||
| C2| P1 | C2| P3

overlapP1,P3(r1Ur4)=
| r1| P1
| r4| P3
*
|| C1||*|| C2|| || C1||*|| C2||

overlapP1,P3(C2)= || C2|| * || C2||
Containment of C1P3
in C1P1 and

| C1| P3
overlapP1,P3(C1) = | C1| P1

containment of C2P3

overlapP3,P1(C1) = 1

in C2P1

| C2| P3

overlapP1,P3(C2) = | C2| P1

overlapP1,P3(r1Ur4)=
| r4| P3
|| C1||*|| C2||

overlapP3,P1(r1Ur4) = 1

overlapP3,P1(C2) = 1
Table 3.69: Overlap cases for two peers exporting subsumed properties with the same domain/range
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As shown in Table 3.6, the overlap cases are completely the same as those in Table 3.4. and
Table 3.5. Since we consider the same domain and range classes C1 and C2 in the subsumed
properties r1 and r4, the overlap formulae for C1 and C2 in peers P1 and P3 are the same as the
respective formulae of Table 3.4. The only difference is that since we have subsumed properties,
the overlapP1,P3(r1Ur4) will involve the probabilities of the common C1 and C2 instances between
P1 and P3 and the probability that a random r4 instance of the PDMS appears both in peers P1
and P3.
The overlap of Table 3.6 can be expressed as cardinality with the following formula :
Overlap P1,P3(r1Ur4) = overlapP1,P3(r1Ur4) * ||C1|| * ||C2||
As a result, the cardinality of the union of these peers with respect to r1Ur4 is expressed as
|r1Ur4|P1,P3 = |r1|P1 + |r4|P3 - OverlapP1,P3(r1Ur4)

3.4.2 PROPERTIES WITH SUBSUMED DOMAINS/RANGES
Another case of two peers exporting subsumed properties is that where only the domain/range
class of the subproperty may be the same as that of the parent property, while the range/domain
class may be a subclass of the range/domain class of the parent property, e.g. in Figure 12, peer
P6 exports r4 and peer P13, exports r4 with the same range, class C6, but class C7 as domain
class, which is a subclass of C5.

View of peer P6

C7

r4

C6

View of peer P13

r5
C5

C9

r4

C6

r5
C9

Figure 12 : Peers exporting subsumed properties with subsumed domain / range

However, there is also the case where both the domain and range classes of the subproperty may
be subclasses of the domain and range classes of the parent property, e.g. peer P9 of Figure 3
exports r1 and peer P13 exports r4, while classes C7 and C6 are subclasses of C1 and C2
respectively. This is graphically presented in Figure 13:
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r1 instances
of P9
`

r4 instances
of P13
|C7|P13 * |C6|P13

|C1|P9 * |C2|P9

||C1|| * ||C2||
Figure 13 : Common property/subproperty instances between two peers
The overlap of peers P9 and P13 with respect to properties r1 and r4 in the independence
overlap case will involve the probability that a random r4 instance of the PDMS appears in P13
and at the same time it is exported as an r1 instance in peer P9. The overlap expressed as
probability is similar to (3.9), using formula (3.8) :
overlapP9,P13(r1Ur4) = prP9(r1) * prP13(r4)
The overlap cardinality of peers P9 and P13 with respect to r1Ur4 is
OverlapP9,P13(r1Ur4) = overlapP9,P13(r1Ur4) * ||C1|| * ||C2||
As a result, the cardinality of the union of these peers with respect to property r4 is expressed
as
|r1Ur4|P9,P3 = |r1|P9 + |r4|P13 - OverlapP9,P13(r1Ur4)
The equivalent overlap formula is shown below, taking formula (3.13) into account :
overlapP9,P13(r1Ur4) = overlapP9,P13(C1UC5)*overlapP9,P13(C2UC6) * prP9(r1) * prP13(r4)

(3.14)

Then, for the different cases of r1 and r4 overlap the overlap estimation formulae are
presented in Table 3.7. The overlap cases of Table 3.7 between domain and range classes are the
same as those of Table 3.6. The only difference in the overlap formulae is that since we consider
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subsumed domain/range classes, we try to estimate the probability of common instances between
e.g. the domain/range class of P9 and its subsumed class, which is the domain/range class of P13.
It is clear that when each of the peers P9 and P13 contain a great percentage of C7 and C6
instances, then the probabilities of their common C7 and C6 instances will also be great, as well
as the probability of the overlap of properties r1, r4 in the two peers.
Overlap of C1, C7

Overlap Estimation Formulae

Overlap Estimation Formulae

and C2, C6 in

for C1, C7 and C2, C6

for properties r1, r4

peers P9, P13
Disjointness of C1

overlapP9,P13(C1UC7) = 0

C7 and C2, C6

overlapP9,P13(C2UC6) = 0

overlapP9,P13(r1Ur4) = 0

Disjointness of
C1, C7 and
independence of
C2, C6
Disjointness of

overlapP9,P13(C1UC7) = 0

overlapP9,P13 (r1Ur4) = 0

| C2| P9 | C6| P13
overlapP9,P13(C2UC6)= || C2|| * || C2||
overlapP9,P13(C1UC7) = 0

overlapP9,P13(r1Ur4) = 0

C1, C7 and
quantified overlap
of C2, C6

overlapP9,P13(C2UC6) = X, where X is
a known probability

Disjointness of

overlapP9,P13(C1UC7) = 0

C1, C7 and
containment of

| C6| P13
overlapP9,P13(C2UC6) = | C2| P9

C6P13 in C2P9

overlapP13,P9(C2UC6) = 1

Independence of
C1, C7 and C2,
C6

| C1| P9 | C7| P13
overlapP9,P13(C1UC7)= || C1|| * || C1||
| C2| P9 | C6| P13
overlapP9,P13(C2UC6)= || C2|| * || C2||
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overlapP9,P13(r1Ur4) = 0

overlapP9,P13(r1Ur4)=
| r1| P9
| r4| P13
*
|| C1||*|| C2|| || C1||*|| C2||

Containment of
C7P13 in C1P9 and

| C7| P13
overlapP9,P13(C1UC7) = | C1| P9

containment of

overlapP13,P9(C1UC7) = 1

C6P13 in C2P9

| C6| P13
overlapP9,P13(C2UC6) = | C2| P9

overlapP9,P13(r1Ur4)=

| r4| P13
|| C1||*|| C2||

overlapP13,P9(C2UC6) = 1
Table 3.710: Overlap cases for two peers exporting subsumed properties with subsumed
domains/ranges

3.5 OVERLAP FOR MORE THAN TWO PEERS
When there are more than two peers that export the same class/property or subsumed
classes/properties we will make the simplifying assumption that we only have independence
overlap among their data. Apart from the simplicity that this assumption offers, it is the only
realistic assumption that we can make in a PDMS, where we do not (or we cannot) keep a
detailed knowledge about the data of each peer.
Let us assume that we have peers P1, P2, … , PN. Let us denote as C the common class in the
case that they export the same class and let C’ be a subclass of C. Let us also denote as r the
property in the case where they export the same property and let r’ be a subproperty of r. We
assume that class C1 is the domain class of property r and class C2 is the range class of r. In
addition, we consider class C1’ to be a subclass of C1 and class C2’ to be a subclass of C2. In the
case of a class C and its subclass C’, the reference set for the overlap computations is ||C||, since
all the instances of the subclass C’ in the PDMS are involved in ||C||. In the case of a property r
and a subproperty r’ of it, the reference set for overlap computations is ||C1|| * ||C2||, since all the
instances of the subproperty are contained in ||C1|| * ||C2||.
Table 3.8 shows the overlap formulae for each of the previous cases when there are more than
two peers, assuming independence among their data and taking into account the formulae
presented in Tables 3.1 – 3.6. We can compute the cardinality of overlap for each case of Table
3.8 and thus the cardinality of the union of peers with respect to the specific fragment in each
case. For example, the overlap cardinality of peers P1, P2, …, PN with respect to property r can
be written as OverlapP1,…PN(r) = overlapP1,…PN(r) * ||C1|| * ||C2||
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Same class

Subsumed classes

overlapP1,…PN(C) =

overlapP1,…PN(C U C’) =

| C | P1 | C | P2
| C | PN
|| C || * || C || *…* || C ||

| C | P1 | C'| P2
| C | PN
|| C || * || C || * … * || C ||

Same property (same domain/range)

Same property (subsumed domain/range)

overlapP1,…PN(r)=

overlapP1,…PN(r) =

| r | P1
| r | PN
|| C1||*|| C2|| *…* || C1||*|| C2||

| r | P1
| r | PN
|| C1||*|| C2|| *…* || C1||*|| C2||

Subsumed properties (same domain/range) Subsumed properties (subsumed domain/range)
overlapP1,…PN(r U r’) =

overlapP1,…PN(r U r’) =

| r | P1
| r '| PN
|| C1||*|| C2|| *…* || C1||*|| C2||

| r | P1
| r '| PN
|| C1||*|| C2|| *…* || C1||*|| C2||

Table 3.811: Generalization of overlap among more than two peers

3.6 OVERLAP OF COMPLEX FRAGMENTS
Up to this point we only presented the overlap cases among peers with respect to a single
class or a single property. However, the peers of a PDMS may export more complex fragments
that involve two or more properties joined on a common class. For example, in Figure 3 we can
see that peers P9 and P14 both export properties r1 and r3. The two properties are joined on C1.
We need to estimate the common instances between P9 and P14 with respect to the join of r1
with r3, denoted as overlapP9,P14(r1

r3). We should point out that the morphology of the join,

discussed in detail in section 4.2.1, does not affect the number of instances of the join in a peer. In
other words, the cardinality of the join is not affected by the join morphology. In our estimations
we will not consider the possible overlap of single classes, in favor of simplicity.
The overlap of peers P9 and P14 with respect to r1
instance of r1

r3 is the probability that a random

r3 in the PDMS is contained both in P9 and P14. The reference set for the

overlap computations is the maximum possible number of r1

r3 instances that can be retrieved

in our PDMS. This corresponds to the product of the instances of all the classes which form the
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fragment. In our case, the reference set is the product of all the instances of classes C1, C2 and
C4 in the PDMS, i.e. ||C1|| * ||C2|| * ||C4||. To be completely correct, we should take all the
overlap cases for each pair of classes. However, this is complicated and as a result we only
consider independence overlap among classes. Then, for the overlap of r1

r3 the estimation

formula is presented in Table 3.9:
Overlap

of

C1, C2, C4

Overlap Estimation Formulae

Overlap Estimation Formula

for C1, C2 and C4

for fragment r1

r3

| C1| P9 | C1| P14
overlapP9,P14(C1)= || C1|| * || C1||

overlapP9,P14(r1

r3)=

in peers P9,
P14

Independence

| C2| P9 | C2| P14

| r1×r3| P9
| r1×r3| P14
*
|| C1||*|| C2||*|| C4|| || C1||*|| C2||*|| C4||

overlapP9,P14(C2)= || C2|| * || C2||

of C1, C2 and C4

| C4| P9 | C4| P14

overlapP9,P14(C4)= || C4|| * || C4||

Table 3.912: Independence overlap of a complex fragment between two peers
If we denote the complex fragment r1
overlapP9,P14(r1

r3 as F, then the formula of Table 3.9 for

r3) can be written as

overlapP9,P14(F) = |F|P9 * |F|P14 / ∏ k || Ck || 2

(3.15)

where k = 1, 2, 4 and expressed as cardinality, it could be written as
OverlapP9,P14(F) = |F|P9 * |F|P14 / ∏ k || Ck ||

(3.16)

where k = 1, 2, 4

C1

r1

C2

r2

r3

… C3

rN-1

CN

Figure 14 : Complex PDMS schema fragment example
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Let us denote as F the fragment of Figure 14. Then, the overlap of the m peers with respect to
this fragment, denoted as overlapP1,P2…,Pm(F) is the probability that a random instance of fragment
F in the PDMS appears in all these peers. The reference set for overlap estimations in this case is
the product of all the instances of the classes C1, C2, …, CN that form the fragment of Figure 14.
Of course, since we consider more than two peers we show overlap estimations only for the case
of independence among peers, in favor of simplicity. As a result, Table 3.10 is similar to Table
3.9, for the case of m peers all exporting a fragment of n-1 properties joined together. We should
note that in the formulae of Table 3.10 where the symbol × appears, it denotes the join symbol
that we use :
Overlap

Overlap Estimation Formulae

Overlap Estimation

of

For C1 – CN

Formula for

C1-CN

fragment F

in peers
P1-Pm
Independ

overlapP1,P2…,Pm(F) =

ence

| F | P1
| F | Pm
*…*
|| C1||...*|| CN ||
|| C1||*...*|| CN ||

| C1| P1 | C1| P2
| C1| Pm
(C1)=
*
*…*
overlap
P1,P2…,Pm
of
|| C1|| || C1||
|| C1||

C1 – CN

| C2| P1 | C2| P2

| C2| Pm

overlapP1,P2…,Pm(C2)= || C2|| * || C2|| *…* || C2||
M

| CN | P1 | CN | P2

| CN | Pm

overlapP1,P2…,Pm(CN)= || CN || * || CN || *…* || CN ||

Table 3.1013: Independence overlap of a complex fragment consisting of n-1 properties
among m peers
As presented in Table 3.10, to estimate the overlap of a fragment comprising n-1 properties
among m peers, we should first take overlap of every single class of the fragment among the
peers. So, first of all we estimate overlapP1,P2…,Pm(Ci),

∀

1 ≤ i ≤ N. This means that we will

estimate the probabilities of the common instances of all the classes among the m peers.
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We can compute the cardinality of overlap for each case of Table 3.10 and thus the
cardinality of the union of peers with respect to the specific fragment in each case. For example,
the overlap cardinality of peers P1, P2, …, Pm with respect to fragment F can be written as
OverlapP1,…Pm(F) = overlapP1,…Pm(F) * ||C1||* ||C2|| * … * ||CN||

(3.17)

Then, the cardinality of the union of P1, P2, .., Pm with respect to F is
|F|P1,…Pm = |F|P1 + … + |F|Pm - OverlapP1,…Pm(F)

(3.18)

The overlap of Table 3.10 can also be written as
overlapP1,…,Pm(F) = prP1(F) * … * prPm(F) = |F|P1 / ∏ k || Ck || * … * |F|Pm / ∏ k || Ck || =
= ∏ i| | F | Pi / ∏ k || Ck || n

(3.19)

where i = 1, …, m and k = 1, … , N and expressed as cardinality, it could be written as
OverlapP1,…,Pm(F) = overlapP1,…,Pm(F) * ∏ k || Ck || = ∏ i| | F | Pi / ∏ k || Ck || n-1

(3.20)

where i = 1, …, m and k = 1, … , N

3.7 CARDINALITY ESTIMATION OF A PDMS
FRAGMENT FOR SEVERAL PEERS
In this section we are going to present how we can estimate the cardinality of an arbitrary
fragment F in the PDMS, consisting of classes C1, C2, …, Cn that is exported by a specific
number of peers.
To do this, let us assume that at a specific point in time there are only three peers in the
PDMS that export fragment F, peers P1, P2 and P3. We will denote the cardinality of F in peer P
as |F|P. In addition, let us assume that peer P4 is the guide peer for fragment F. This means that
every peer that joins the system and exports F publicizes its cardinality with respect to F to peer
P4 and thus P4 keeps the total cardinality of F in the PDMS, denoted as ∑ i | F |Pi . This sum
contains also duplicate F instances, since there is also the overlap among the peers that is
involved in ∑ i | F |Pi .
In our example, the overlap of the PDMS peers that export F can be computed if we consider
pairwise the common instances of the peers, as well as the common instances of all the peers of
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the PDMS together. The relation between the cardinality of fragment instances and the various
overlaps can be written as below :
|F{P1,

P2, P3}|

= |F|P1 + |F|P2 +|F|P3 - Overlap

OverlapP1P2,P3(F)

P1,P2(F)

- Overlap

P1P3(F)

- Overlap

P2P3(F)

+

(3.21)

In formula by subtracting the pairwise overlap of peers with respect to F we eliminate
completely the instances of F that are common in all peers. So, we should add the overlap of all
peers in order to consider them once.
Figure 15 below illustrates our example. By considering |F|P1+|F|P2+|F|P3, instances belonging
e.g. to both P1 and P2 but not to P3 (region ACD) are counted twice. The same is true for regions
EBC and FBD, while instances belonging to P1, P2 and P3 (region BCD) are counted three times.
By eliminating all the overlaps between couples of peers (terms Overlap P1,P2(F), Overlap P1P3(F),
Overlap P2P3(F)), instances in the regions ACD, EBC and FBD are eliminated once (they were
counted twice, so they remain counted once), but instances in BCD are eliminated three times
(they were counted 3 times, so they are completely eliminated). By counting them once again
(term Overlap P1,P2,P3(F)) every instance in P1, P2 and P3 is counted only once
A
P1

P2
D

C
B

E

F

P3

Figure 15 : Overlap of the instances of three peers
Likewise, if we consider that we have n peers in the PDMS that export F, we should first
compute their overlap pairwise and subtract it, then compute the overlap of every three peers and
subtract it etc. In the end we will need to add some overlaps that we have subtracted twice, in
order to have them computed in the cardinality formula only once. Thus, for n peers that export
fragment F we have
|F|P1,..., Pn = ∑i|F|Pi - ∑ij OverlapPiPj(F) + ∑ijkOverlap PiPjPk(F) - … + (-1)n-1OverlapP1…Pn(F) (3.22)
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Proof: Any instance of F provided by one of the peers P1, …, Pn is characterized by the
subset of peers where the instance can be found, e.g. Pi1, …, Pik (meaning that it is not present on
the other peers). In Figure 14 above, this means that any instance belongs to only one of the
disjoint regions partitioning the diagram. Let us note inst(SP) the set of instances found on the set
of peers SP, but not on any other peer – this corresponds to one of the disjoint regions in the
diagram.
Notice that term Overlap Pi1…Pik(F) contains inst({Pi1, …, Pik}), but also inst(SP) for any SP
superset of {Pi1, …, Pik}. This means that instances of inst({Pi1, …, Pik}) appear in each
OverlapSP(F), where SP is a subset of {Pi1, …, Pik}. There are Ckj subsets of {Pi1, …, Pik} of size j
and from formula (7) the sign of an overlap of j peers is (-1)j-1, so the number of times an instance
appears is Ck1 - Ck2 + … + (-1)k-1Ckk, which is always 1, because of the identity ∑0≤i≤ n (-1)iCni =
0.
In the next section we will provide formulae for overlap estimation between sets of peers that
export the same fragment F. These formulae are needed for computing the overlaps in formula
(3.23).

3.7.1 OVERLAP OVER SETS OF PEERS
Suppose that there are two sets of peers SP1 and SP2 that export the same fragment F, which
comprises classes C1, C2, … , Ck and we are interested in computing their overlap with respect
to F. In the case that these sets of peers are disjoint with each other, the overlap formulae are
similar to formula (3.20) :
OverlapSP1,SP2(F) = |F|SP1 * |F|SP2 / ∏k||Ck||

(3.23)

To generalize, when we have n sets of peers SP1, SP2, … , SPn disjoint with each other, their
overlap formula is
OverlapSP1,…, SPn(F) = ∏i|F|SPi / ∏k||Ck||

(3.24)

Figure 16 shows the case where we have two sets of peers SP1 and SP2 and there is some
overlap between them.The formula for the overlap computation of sets SP1 and SP2, is given
below :
OverlapSP1,SP2(F) = |F|SP1∩SP2 + OverlapSP1-SP2,SP2-SP1(F) – OverlapSP1∩SP2,SP1-SP2,SP2-SP1(F) (3.25)
As formula (3.25) shows, in order to compute the overlap of two sets SP1 and SP2 we should
take the cardinality of their intersection and then add the overlap with respect to F of those peers
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that belong to set SP1 but do not belong to set SP2 (difference SP1 – SP2) and the overlap with
respect to F of those peers that belong to SP2 but not to SP1 (difference SP2 – SP1). However,
we should subtract the overlap with respect to F of peers that belong to SP1∩SP2, SP1 – SP2 and
SP2 – SP1, since this overlap has already been counted twice.
FSP1∩SP2

FSP1-SP2

FSP2-SP1

Figure 16 : Overlap between two sets of peers
As a generalization, Figure 17 shows graphically the case of n peer sets SP1, SP2, … , SPn
that overlap with each other :
FSP1∩…∩SPn

FSPn

FSP1∩…∩FSPn-1

(FSP1∩…∩FSPn-1) ∩ (FSPn - SP1∩…∩SPn)

Figure 17 : Overlap among n sets of peers
In this case we have the intersection of sets SP1, … , SPn-1 and we would like to compute the
overlap between this intersection and the set SPn. The formula for the overlap estimation among
these sets of peers is given below :
OverlapSP1,…, SPn(F) ≈ |F|SP1∩…∩ SPn + Overlap(FSP1∩… ∩FSPn-1, FSPn - SP1∩…∩ SPn) – Overlap(FSP1∩…∩
SPn,

FSPn - SP1∩…∩ SPn, FSP1∩… ∩FSPn-1)

(3.26)

According to formula (3.26), the overlap of sets SP1, SP2, … , SPn with respect to F is
approximately equal to the sum of the cardinality of the intersection of these sets, plus the overlap
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with respect to F of the peers that belong to the intersection of the sets SP1, … , SPn-1 and the
peers that belong to set SPn but not to the intersection of SP1, … , SPn. From this sum we should
subtract the overlap with respect to F of those peers that belong to SP1∩…∩ SPn, to SPn SP1∩…∩ SPn and to SP1∩… ∩SPn-1, since this overlap has already been counted twice.

3.8 OVERLAP AND CARDINALITY ESTIMATION OF
QUERY PLANS
During the query routing and planning phase, the peers that can contribute to the answer of a
specific query fragment F are contacted and query plans that can answer F are created. Apart
from the case where one peer can answer the whole query and as a result the corresponding query
plan will involve no joins between fragments, in most cases, query plans involve one or more
joins between fragments exported by different peers. In this section we will present formulae for
the overlap and cardinality estimation of query plans.

3.8.1 OVERLAP ESTIMATION
Let us assume that we have a query fragment F1236 = r3
F13=r3

r1 and F26=r2

r1

r2

r6, where fragments

r6 are joined on class C2. Thus, we consider as reference set for the

overlap computation the total cardinality of class C2 in the PDMS, i.e.||C2||.
Let us assume that there is another peer P8 which exports fragment F13=r3

r1. Then,

according to Figure 4, two query plans that can answer to this fragment are QP1 = F13@P9
F26@P15 and QP2 = F13@P8

F26@P14. Then, their overlap will be computed similarly to the

cardinality estimation for joins of fragments that belong to different peers presented in section
3.9.1.
Overlap F13@P9
||C2||

F26@P15, F13@P8

F26@P14) = OverlapP8,P9(F13) * OverlapP14,P15(F26) /

(3.27)

It is clear that formula (3.27) also holds for arbitrary complex fragments. If peers Pi and Pi’
export fragment F1 and peers Pj and Pj’ export fragment F2, while F1 and F2 are joined on class
C, then
Overlap (F1@Pi

F2@Pj, F1@Pi’

F2@Pj’) = OverlapPi,Pi’(F1) * OverlapPj,Pj’(F2) / ||C||

(3.28)
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To generalize, if we assume that peers P1 and P1’ export fragment F1, peers P2 and P2’
export fragment F2, … , peers Pn and Pn’ export fragment Fn, then the overlap between the query
plan of peers P1, …, Pn and that of P1’, …, Pn’, will be
Overlap(F1@P1×…×Fn@Pn, F1@P1’×…×Fn@Pn’) = ∏i OverlapPi,Pi’(Fi) / ∏j||Cj||

(3.29)

where i = 1, …, n and j = 1, …, n-1.
Similarly, if we consider arbitrary sets of peers SP1, SP1’ that export fragment F1, etc,
formula (3.29) will become
Overlap(F1@SP1×…×Fn@SPn, F1@SP1’×…×Fn@SPn’) = ∏i OverlapSPi,SPi’(Fi) / ∏j||Cj||
(3.30)
where i = 1, …, n and j = 1, …, n-1.
In general for arbitrary sets of peers SP11, …, SPn1, …, SP1m, …, SPnm we have
Overlap(F1@SP1,1×…×Fn@SPn,1, …, F1@SP1,m×…×Fn@SPn,m) = ∏iOverlapSPi,1,…, SPi,m(Fi)
/ ∏j||Cj|| (3.31)
where i = 1, …, n and j = 1, …, n-1.

3.8.2 CARDINALITY ESTIMATION
Let us consider again fragments F1P9=r3P9

r1P9 and F2P15=r2P15

r6P15. These fragments

join on their common class C2. In the independence overlap case, the overlap of P9 and P15 with
respect to C2 is the probability that a random C2 instance of the PDMS belongs to both peers.
The various overlap cases can be are similar to Table 3.2.
We can easily understand that the case of two peers whose fragments join on subsumed
classes is similar. The overlap in this case is computed as in Table 3.3. Moreover, it is clear that
the same formulae for overlap estimation also hold when the fragments of the peers that join on a
common class are more complex than a single property. In general, if peer Pi exports fragment
F1, peer Pj exports fragment F2 and these fragments join on their common class C, then the
overlap cardinality between these peers using formula (3.3) is
OverlapPi,Pj(C) = overlapPi,Pj(C) * ||C||
Then, the cardinality of the join between F1 and F2 can be given by the following formula :
|F1P9

F2P15| = |F1|P9* |F2|P15* OverlapP9,P15(C2) / (|C2|P9* |C2|P15)

where OverlapP9,P15(C2) is computed by the formula
OverlapP9,P15(C2) = overlapP9,P15(C2) * ||C2|| = |C2|P9 * |C2|P15 / ||C2||
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(3.32)

and thus, formula (3.27) can be written equivalently as
|F1P9

F2P15| = |F1|P9* |F2|P15 / ||C2||

(3.33)

Formulae (3.32) and (3.33) also hold for arbitrary, more complex fragments. Let us assume
that peer Pi exports fragment Fi and peer Pj exports fragment Fj which join on class C2. Then,
formulae (3.32) and (3.33) will become
|FiPi

FjPj| = |Fi|Pi* |Fj|Pj* OverlapPi,Pj(C2) / (|C2|Pi* |C2|Pj) =>

|FiPi

FjPj| = |Fi|Pi* |Fj|Pj / ||C2||

These formulae can be generalized for arbitrary sets of peers. Let us consider set SP1 of peers
that export fragment Fi and set SP2 of peers that export fragment Fj. Then
|FiSP1

FjSP2| = |Fi|SP1* |Fj|SP2 / ||C2||

(3.34)

If we have an arbitrary number of subfragments F1, F2, … , Fn over arbitrary disjoint sets of
peers SP1, SP2, … , SPn joined over a set of classes C1, C2, … , Cn-1, the cardinality of the join
of all subfragments will be
|F1SP1

F2SP2 …

FnSPn | = ∏i|Fi|SPi / ∏j||Cj||

(3.35)

where i = 1, … , n and j = 1, … , n-1.

3.8.3 UNIONS OF JOINS
The query plans we considered in sections 3.8.1. and 3.8.2. are equivalent to a union of joins
of the same relation fragments, exported by different peers. For example, let us take the PDMS
fragment F of Figure 5, consisting of properties r1, r3, r2 and r6. A fragmentation of F involving
one join, is F13

F26, where F13 = r1

r3 and F26 = r2

r6. Assuming that peer P8 exports

fragment F13 and taking Figure 3 into account we can see that two peers that can answer fragment
F13 are P8 and P9, while peers P14 and P15 can answer fragment F26. So, the query plans that can
answer fragment F1236 form a union of joins as follows:
F13{P8,P9}

F26{P14,P15} = F1P8

F3P8

F2P14

F6P14 ∪

F1P8

F3P8

F2P15

F6P15 ∪

F1P9

F3P9

F2P14

F6P14 ∪

F1P9

F3P9

F2P15

F6P15

As a consequence, the union of any number of such plans has the same form. Thus, the
number of new results produced by a plan QP after a set of already executed plans {QPi}, where i
= 1, …, n, is:
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|NewResults(QP,{QPi})| = |QP ∪ QP1 ∪ … ∪ QPn| - |QP1 ∪ … ∪ QPn|

(3.36)

As far as the cardinality of such a union of joins is concerned, we can compute it similarly to
formula (3.22) for the cardinality of a fragment F in n peers :
|∪i F1SP1,i ×…× FnSPn,i| = ∑i |F1SP1,i

FnSPn,i| - ∑ij Overlap(F1SP1,i

FnSPn,j) + … +(-1)m-1Overlap(F1SP1,1

FnSPn,i, F1SP1,j

…

…

(3.37)

FnSPn,m)

…

…

…

FnSPn,1,…,F1SP1,m

3.8.4 OVERLAP ESTIMATION EXAMPLE
In the previous sections we presented the overlap computations in the case of disjoint and non
– disjoints sets of peers. We will provide as an example the overlap estimation of the plans of
Figure 4. Taking Table 2.3 into account, the plans of Figure 4 are the following :
QP1 = F1236
QP2 = F123{P14}

F6{P14,P15}

QP3 = F126{P14}

F3{P9,P14}

QP4 = F13{P9,P14}

F26{P14,P15}

QP5 = F12{P12,P13,P14}

F3{P9,P14}

F6{P14,P15}

QP6 = F26{P14,P15}

F1{P9,P12,P13,P14}

F3{P9,P14}

QP7 = F13{P9,P14}

F2{P12,P13,P14,P15}

F6{P14,P15}

QP8 = F1{P9,P12,P13,P14}

F2{P12,P13,P14,P15}

F3{P9,P14}

F6{P14,P15}

As we can see in Figure 3, the peers that we consider are not disjoint with each other. In favor
of simplicity we will show how we can compute the overlap for some pairs of plans of Figure 4,
considering also the cardinality information of Table 3.1. :
Overlap(QP1, QP2) = |F1236{P14}| = 3
Overlap(QP1, QP3) = |F1236{P14}| = 3
Overlap(QP1, QP4) = |F1236{P14}| = 3
Overlap(QP1, QP5) = |F1236{P14}| = 3
Overlap(QP1, QP6) = |F1236{P14}| = 3
Overlap(QP1, QP7) = |F1236{P14}| = 3
Overlap(QP1, QP8) = |F1236{P14}| = 3
As we can see in Table 3.1, the total distinct number of F1236 instances in the PDMS is 13. Thus,
we can express the overlap between plans QP1 – QP8 as probability as follows :
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overlap(QP1, QP2) = 3 / 13 = 0,23
overlap(QP1, QP3) = 3 / 13 = 0,23
overlap(QP1, QP4) = 3 / 13 = 0,23
overlap(QP1, QP5) = 3 / 13 = 0,23
overlap(QP1, QP6) = 3 / 13 = 0,23
overlap(QP1, QP7) = 3 / 13 = 0,23
overlap(QP1, QP8) = 3 / 13 = 0,23
To compute the overlap between more pairs of plans and among three of four plans, more
complex formulae need to be developed.

3.9 ACCURACY OF OVERLAP ESTIMATIONS
In all the previous sections, the symbol ||C|| represents the number of distinct instances in the
system. However, it is difficult to maintain an accurate estimation for the global number of
disjoint class instances in the PDMS. To properly estimate ||C|| we should eliminate the instance
overlaps between peers. The problem is that estimating these overlaps is difficult.
A possible realistic approximation of ||C|| is given by the following identity:
| F12@P1| = |F1@P1 × F2@P1| = |F1|P1 * |F2|P1 / ||C|| = > ||C|| = |F1|P1 * |F2|P1 / | F12@P1|
In the above formula, F12 is a fragment composed of sub-fragments F1 and F2 joined on C, so
we can apply formula (3.19) for the evaluation of the sub-fragments on the same peer P1. Since
cardinalities of fragments on a peer are known, one may deduce the following estimation of |C|:
||C|| = |F1|P1 * |F2|P1 / | F12|P1

(3.38)

By applying formula (3.38) for various fragments and peers, the average of these values may
be considered as a good global estimation of ||C||.

3.10 RELATED WORK
In this section we compare our formulae for overlap estimation with respect to related work
proposed in the literature.
A mediator – based information system is presented in [4], where a universal relation model
is used as a global schema for formulating user queries against relational data sources. This
global schema is essentially the union of all attributes of source relations. On the contrary, we
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consider a PDMS where peers do not export relational attributes, but arbitrary complex RDF/S
schema fragments. In [4], the overlap cases considered are the same as ours:
9

Two sources are disjoint if they do not provide any common tuples of the universal

relation.
9 Two sources are independent if there is no (known) dependency between the tuples
of the universal relation for which the sources provide data. i.e. there is some coincidental
overlap between the sources.
9 Two sources have quantified overlap, when the exact degree of overlap, i.e. the
number of their common universal relation tuples is known.
9 One source is contained in another if every tuple of the universal relation the one
source provides is also provided by the other source. However, one source may provide
different attributes in a tuple than the other.
The major underlying assumptions made in [4] are : a) the probability that a source has a null
value for an attribute of a certain tuple is independent of the probability that another source has a
null value for the same attribute of the tuple representing the same real world entity, b) there is
uniform distribution of attribute values for all attributes. In our work, we rely on optional RDF
properties bypassing the need for handling null values while most of the interesting joins in this
setting are over the domain of resource URIs (i.e., strings) for which no uniform distribution
assumption is made.
Estimating overlap in our model is a more tricky task than in [4], since we need to calculate
the overlap of two or more peers with respect to a specific PDMS schema fragment (i.e. a single
class, a property or arbitrary property joins) while in [4] overlap refers only to the number of
common universal relation tuples between sources. As in [4], when more than two peers
exporting the same fragment, we make the realistic assumption of independence overlap in the
employed data quality metrics unless additional knowledge is provided by the peers.
The overlaps (i.e., probabilities) computed by our formulae are likely to result in smaller
estimations than the ones provided by [4]. This is due to the fact that in our setting we do not just
have to compute the number of common instances among sources, but we should also take into
account the probability that common class instances in the peers are also related through RDF
properties, and then these property instances could be joined to form more complex fragment
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instances, etc. Thus, overlap formulae are formed as a product of probabilities and as a result,
they are likely to give smaller estimations.
The mediator – based information system presented in [5], aims to first access the sources that
have a higher probability of containing an answer to a user query. For this reason, they estimate
the overlap of collections in the mediated schema. Each collection can be viewed as a unary
relation whose extension is a set of objects. Properties of objects are modeled by a set of
attributes, either single or multi – valued. The extension of a collection is not necessarily the
union of all the objects found in a given set of relevant data sources. For example, a collection
named Databases may denote the set of published papers in the field of databases, and does not
depend on the specific sources available to the system at a given time.
The authors take three cases of overlap between collections: a) one collection is a superset of
another, b) two collections are disjoint, c) there is some overlap between a pair of collections.
Conditional probabilities are used to specify overlap between collections in the mediated schema.
A conditional probability of an incidence A, given incidence B is the probability that A may
happen, given that B has happened and is denoted as P(A|B) =

P( A ^ B)
.
P( B)

For example, the overlap

between collections c1 and c2, denoted as P(c1|c2), is the conditional probability that an object
belonging to c2 also belongs to c1. Every source S supported by the mediator is described by a
schema query Qs.
In order to compute overlap between information sources, only the case of independence
between them is taken into account. Thus, the overlap of sources S1 and S2 (described by schema
queries Q1 and Q2 respectively) with respect to a query Q is calculated as the product of the
conditional probabilities P(S1|Q1) * P(S2|Q2) * P(Q1^Q2|Q), where the factor P(Q1^Q2|Q) is the
conditional probability that an object belonging to both schema queries Q1 and Q2 also belongs
to query Q. However, no information is provided on how this probabilistic information can be
obtained. In our framework, overlap between two or more peers is also computed using
conditional probabilities. Let us consider the case of peers P1 and P5 of Figure 2. They both
export property r1 with domain class C1 and range class C2. The independence overlap is the
product of the conditional probabilities that the C1 and C2 instances of each peer, also form r1
instances.
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In [23], the notion of overlap arises in the computation of plan coverage. The model and
assumptions used for overlap estimation between sources in this work, are the ones described in
[5], and no further reference is made throughout the article.
The goal of the meta – search engine of Web sources presented in [29] is to maximize the
coverage of mediated queries, while keeping the mediator cost under check. The relational data
model is considered for the contents of the sources. In this framework, qualitative, rather than
quantitative overlap information is used, since the latter is usually hard to obtain and may be
inaccurate. The overlap cases considered in [29] are quite similar to ours. The equivalence
overlap case they consider is a specialization of the quantified overlap case we have defined,
when overlap between the peers is 100%. For more than two peers, independence is assumed for
the overlap estimation, like in our work.
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Chapter 4
PEER DATA QUALITY METRICS
To reduce the very large planning space we should be able to rank the peers contributing to a
plan, and thus the plans themselves, according to data quality metrics allowing to discard plans
producing poor quality query results (according to a threshold either set by the user or the
system). To this end we consider data quality metrics such as coverage, density and completeness
of the view instances published by the peers with respect to the PDMS schema and its virtual
instantiation. In the following, we give the definitions of the quality metrics, we propose formulae
for their calculation in different cases and we provide some examples.

4.1 BASIC DEFINITIONS
Before we define the quality metrics we should point out that we divide them in two
categories: global and local. A global quality metric of a peer takes into account its characteristics
(e.g. cardinality) with respect to the same characteristics for all peers in the PDMS. Such a metric
is coverage. On the other hand, a local quality metric refers to a peer’s characteristic with
reference to the peer itself, or to a set of two or more peers, but not to the whole PDMS. Such a
metric is density. Completeness is a global quality metric that combines both coverage and
density. The quality metrics that will be defined and described are used in the context of a single
peer as well as in the context of two or more peers.
The reference set with respect to which we will define our quality metrics for an arbitrary
fragment F is the maximum number of F instances that can be retrieved in our PDMS. This is
expressed by the product of all the instances of the classes involved in a fragment.
In the following, we denote as |F|P the cardinality of F in P, as |F|Pmax the Cartesian product of
the class instances that form instances of fragment F in peer P and as ||F|| the number of all the F
instances in the PDMS, which is the maximum number of F instances that can be retrieved if all
the instances of the classes that F comprises were related to each other.
Definition 4.1 : The coverage of a peer database P with respect to a specific PDMS fragment
F is the ratio of the maximum number of fragment F instances one expects to obtain through its
view (i.e., when all class instances are related through the properties declared by a peer schema
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fragment) to the maximum total number of F instances published in the PDMS. The coverage of
a peer database with respect to a PDMS schema fragment F is a global quality metric, since it
takes into account the maximum total cardinality of this fragment in the PDMS.
The coverage formula of peer P with respect to fragment F, which comprises classes Cj, j = 1,
…, n is

| F | P max
| Cj | P / ∏ j || Cj ||
covP(F) =
|| F || = ∏ j

(4.1)

In other words, we could say that the coverage of a peer P with respect to fragment F is a
global estimation of the maximum percentage of F instances we could obtain from peer P if all
the class instances that form fragment F were connected through schema properties. We should
state that high coverage implies an increased interest in considering peer P in a plan computing F
instances.
Definition 4.2: The density of a peer database P with respect to a specific PDMS fragment F
is the ratio of the number of fragment F instances exported by a peer (i.e., when materializing its
view at a certain point in time) to the maximum number of fragment F instances in this peer,
which is the product of all the class instances that form F instances in this peer. Density is a local
quality metric, taking into account the cardinality of this fragment instances exported by a
specific peer.
The density formula of peer P with respect to fragment F, which comprises classes Cj, j = 1,
…, n is

|F|P
denP(F) = | F | P max = |F|P / ∏ j | Cj | P (4.2)
In other words we could say that density of a peer P with respect to fragment F is a local
estimation of the actual percentage of F instances we could obtain from peer P with respect to the
maximum number of expected F instances, i.e. the percentage of the instances of the classes
which F comprises that are related to each other to form instances of fragment F. We should state
that high density implies an increased interest in considering peer P in a plan computing also sub
F instances (at least of the same completeness).
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Definition 4.3: The completeness of a peer P with respect to a specific PDMS fragment F
captures the ratio of the cardinality of this fragment in peer P to the maximum total cardinality of
this fragment in the PDMS. Completeness of a peer database is a global quality metric. When the
fragment is a class, we do not distinguish between coverage and density and we only define the
notion of completeness.
The completeness formula of peer P with respect to fragment F is

|F|P
comP(F) = || F || = |F|P / ∏ j || Cj ||

(4.3)

In other words, the completeness of a peer P with respect to a fragment F expresses the
probability that a random instance of F in the PDMS belongs to this peer base. Since we have
already defined the notions of coverage, density and completeness, in each of the following
sections we will express overlap with respect to these metrics. In addition, we will present and
explain formulae for the estimation of the quality metrics addressed above in the case of two or
more peers. We should state that completeness is a metric than combines the estimation about the
maximum number of fragment instances that a peer can return (coverage) with the estimation
about the actual fragment instances contained in the peer base (density). Besides, a global
completeness metric does not distinguish between combinations of high or low coverage and
density.
In addition, the following theorem holds for each overlap case of chapter 4:
Theorem 4.1: When a peer P exports a fragment F of the PDMS schema (where F can be
either a simple or a complex fragment) then the completeness of P with respect to F, denoted as
comP(F) is computed as the product of the coverage of P with respect to F (denoted as covP(F))
and the density of P with respect to F (denoted as denP(F)).
Proof : Formula (4.3) can be written as

|F|P
comP(F) = || F || =

| F | P max
|F|P
| Cj | P / ∏ j || Cj || * |F|P /
|| F || * | F | P max = ∏ j

∏ j | Cj | P = covP(F) * denP(F)
if F involves joins over a set of classes Cj, where j = 1, ,… n.
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In the following sections we will show that Theorem 4.1 is applied in any case of a fragment for
which coverage and density can be defined.

4.2 DATA QUALITY OF FRAGMENTS IN ONE PEER
In section 4.1 we defined coverage, density and completeness of a schema fragment that is
exported by a peer. In this section we present formulae for these quality metrics when the peer
fragment is a single class, a single property or a join of two or more properties.

4.2.1 QUALITY METRICS FOR A SINGLE CLASS
As shown in Figure 3, peer P9 exports class C1. As mentioned in Definition 4.3, in the case of
a single class completeness is the only metric used. The reference set for completeness
computations is the total number of C1 instances in the PDMS, i.e. ||C1||. As a result, from
Definition 4.3 we have :

| C1| P9
comP9(C1) = || C1||

(4.4)

4.2.2 QUALITY METRICS FOR A SINGLE PROPERTY
In Figure 7 we can see that peer P9 exports property r1 with domain class C1 and range class
C2. The reference set for these quality metrics is the product of all C1 and C2 instances in the
PDMS, i.e. ||C1|| * ||C2|| . This is the maximum number of r1 instances that can be retrieved in the
PDMS. Using definitions 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 we have :
covP9(r1) =

| C1| P9*| C2 | P9
|| C1|| *|| C2 ||

| r1| P9
denP9(r1) = | C1| P9*| C2| P9

(4.5)

(4.6)

| r1| P9

comP9(r1) = || C1|| * || C 2 ||

(4.7)
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4.2.3 QUALITY METRICS FOR COMPLEX FRAGMENTS
In Figure 3 peer P12 exports fragment F1, which consists of properties r1 and r2 joined on
their common class C2. Property r1 has domain class C1 and range class C2, while property r2
has domain class C2 and range class C3. The reference set used is the product of all the instances
of the classes that fragment F1 comprises, i.e. ||C1|| * ||C2|| * ||C3||. This is the maximum number
of F1 instances that can be retrieved in the PDMS. Then, the quality metrics of F1 are given by
the following formulae:
covP12 (F1) =

| C1| P12*| C2 | P12*| C3| P12
|| C1|| *|| C2 || *|| C3||

(4.8)

| F1| P12
denP12(F1) = | C1| P12*| C2| P12*| C3| P12

(4.9)

| F1| P12
comP12(F1) = || C1|| * || C 2 || * || C 3 ||

(4.10)

The formulae (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10) can be used for more complex peer fragments as well.
For example, in Figure 3 peer P14 exports fragment F2, which consists of the join of properties
r1, r2 and r3 and classes C1, C2, C3, C4. The coverage, density and completeness formulae of F2
are shown below :

covP14(F2) =

| C1| P14*| C2 | P14*| C3| P14*| C4 | P14
|| C1|| *|| C2 || *|| C3|| *|| C4 ||

| F2| P14
denP14(F2) = | C1| P14*| C2| P14*| C3| P14*| C4| P14
| F 2 | P14
comP14(F2) = || C1|| * || C 2 || * || C 3 || * || C 4 ||
In general, we can say that when a peer P exports a fragment F consisting of k properties
joined together, relating classes C1, C2, …, Ck+1, the quality metrics formulae for this fragment
using formulae (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10) are given below. The reference set used is the product of all
the instances of the classes that fragment F comprises, i.e. ||C1|| * ||C2|| * … *||Ck+1||. The
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maximum number of F instances in peer P is considered to be the product of the class instances
that F comprises, i.e. |C1|P * |C2|P * … * |Ck+1|P

covP(F) =

| C1| P*| C 2 | P *...*| Ck + 1| P
|| C1|| *...*|| Ck + 1 ||

|F|P
denP(F) = | C1| P*| C2| P *...*| Ck +1| P
|F |P
comP(F) = || C 1 || *...* | C k

+1

||

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

4.3 UNION OF PEER FRAGMENT INSTANCES
4.3.1 PEERS PUBLISHING THE SAME CLASS
In Figure 3, we can see that peers P9 and P12 export instances of C1. The reference set for
completeness computations is the total number of C1 instances in the PDMS, i.e. ||C1||. As stated
previously in Definition 4.3, when two or more peers export the same class only the completeness
quality metric is used. So, the completeness formula of the union of C1 in P9 and P12 is

| C1| P9+ | C1| P12 − OverlapP9, P12(C1)
comP9,P12(C1) =
(4.14) =>
|| C1||
comP9,P12(C1) = comP9(C1) + comP12(C1) – overlapP9,P12(C1) (4.15)
The idea behind the completeness formula for the union is simple: since both P9 and P12
export the same class C1, the completeness of the union will be the ratio of the sum of the distinct
C1 instances in the two peers (this is why we subtract the C1 instances that are counted twice, as
they appear in both peers, i.e. the overlap of C1 in the two peers) to the total number of C1
instances in the PDMS, i.e. ||C1||. We should point out that in formula (4.14) the overlap is
expressed as cardinality, while in formula (4.15) it is expressed as a probability.
Table 4.1 shows the overlap cases presented in Table 3.1 with respect to the completeness
formula of a class (4.4) :
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Overlap Cases

Overlap Estimation

Disjointness

overlapP9,P12(C1)= 0
overlapP9,P12(C1) = comP9(C1) * comP12(C1)

Independence

overlapP9,P12(C1) = X where X is a known

Quantified Overlap

probability
Containment (e.g. of C1P9 in C1P12)

overlapP12,P9(C1) =

comP 9(C1)
comP12(C1)

overlapP9,P12(C1) = 1
Table 4.114: Overlap cases for two peers exporting the same class

Table 4.2 presents the completeness of the union of two peers with respect to a class that both
export. In fact, it presents formula (4.14) for the different overlap cases of Table 4.1 :
Overlap Cases

Completeness Estimation

Disjointness

comP9,P12(C1) = comP9(C1) + comP12(C1)

Independence

comP9,P12(C1) = comP9(C1) + comP12(C1) - comP9(C1) *
comP12(C1)

Quantified Overlap

comP9,P12(C1) = comP9(C1) + comP12(C1) - X where X is a
known probability

Containment
(e.g. of C1P9 in C1P12)

comP9,P12(C1) = comP9(C1) + comP12(C1) – 1
comP12,P9(C1) = comP9(C1) + comP12(C1) -

comP 9(C1)
comP12(C1)

Table 4.215: Completeness for two peers exporting the same class
The formulae shown in Table 4.2 can be easily explained. When there is no overlap of C1 in

peers P9 and P12, the completeness of C1 is the sum of completeness of C1 in each peer. In the
cases of independence and quantified overlap, we should add the completeness of C1 in the two
peers and subtract the probability of their common C1 instances. As explained earlier, in the sum
of completeness probabilities of C1 in the two peers, we have counted twice the C1 instances that
are common in them. We need to correct this by subtracting the probability of the common C1
instances between P9 and P12, in order to calculate only once those C1 instances which appear in
both peers. In the case of containment overlap, we have two types for completeness, one for each
overlap case we consider. It is clear that in all cases in which there is some overlap of C1 in the
two peers, the value of completeness becomes smaller as the value of overlap gets greater.
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4.3.2 PEERS PUBLISHING SUBSUMED CLASSES
As shown in Figure 3, peer P9 exports instances of class C1, while P13 exports instances of
C7, which is a subclass of C1. The reference set for completeness computations is the total
number of C1 instances in the PDMS, i.e. ||C1||, since all the instances of class C7 can also be
exported as C1 instances, and as a result all the instances of C7 are involved in ||C1||. As in the
previously, only the completeness quality metric is used. So, similarly to formula (4.14), we have
comP9,P13(C1UC7) =

| C1 | P 9 + | C 7 | P13 − OverlapP 9, P13(C1UC 7)
(4.16) =>
|| C1 ||

| C7 | P13
| C1| P 9
comP9,P13(C1UC7) = || C1|| + || C1|| - overlapP9,P13(C1UC7)

(4.17)

The idea behind the completeness formula for the union is simple: Since C7 is a subclass of
C1, the C7 instances of P13 are also used to answer queries concerning C1. So, the completeness
of the union will be the ratio of the sum of the distinct number of C1 and C7 instances in the two
peers (this is why we subtract the C5 instances that are counted twice, as they appear in both
peers, i.e. the overlap of C7 in the two peers) to the total number of C1 instances in the PDMS,
i.e. ||C1||. The completeness formula (4.17) can also be written as
comP9,P13(C1UC7) = comP9(C1) + comP13(C7) - overlapP9,P13(C1UC7)

(4.18)

Table 4.3 shows the overlap cases presented in Table 3.2 with respect to the class
completeness formula (4.4) :
Overlap Cases

Overlap Estimation

Disjointness

overlapP9,P13(C1UC7)= 0

Independence

overlapP9,P13(C1UC7)=

comP9(C1)

*

comP13(C7)
overlapP9,P13(C1UC7) = X where X is a

Quantified Overlap

known probability
Containment (e.g. of C7P13 in C1P9)

overlapP9,P13(C1UC7) =

comP13(C 7)
comP 9(C1)

overlapP2,P1(C1UC5) = 1
Table 4.316: Overlap cases for two peers exporting subsumed classes
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Table 4.4 presents formula (4.16) in peers P9 and P13, for all the overlap cases of Table 4.3 :
Overlap Cases

Completeness Estimation

Disjointness

comP9,P13(C1UC7) = comP9(C1) + comP13(C7)

Independence

comP9,P13(C1UC7) = comP9(C1) + comP13(C7) - comP9(C1)*
comP13(C7)

Quantified

comP9,P13(C1UC7) = comP9(C1) + comP13(C7) - X where X is a
known probability

Overlap
Containment

comP13,P9(C1UC7) = comP9(C1) + comP13(C7) – 1

(e.g. of C7P13 in
C1P9)

comP9,P13(C1UC7) = comP9(C1) + comP13(C7) -

comP13(C 7)
comP 9(C1)

Table 4.417: Completeness for two peers exporting subsumed classes

The formulae shown in Table 4.4 can be easily explained. When there is no overlap of C1 and
C7 in peers P9 and P13, the completeness of C1 is the sum of completeness of C1 in peer P9 and
C7 in P13. In the case of independence overlap, we should add the completeness of C1 and C7 in
the two peers and subtract the probability of their common instances. As explained earlier, in the
sum of completeness probabilities of C1 in P9 and C7 in P13, we have counted twice the C7
instances that are common in them. We need to correct this by subtracting the probability of the
common C1 and C7 instances between P9 and P13, in order to calculate only once those C7
instances that appear in both peers. In the case of containment overlap, if the C7 instances of peer
P13 are completely contained in the C1 instances of peer P9, we have two formulae for
completeness, depending on which peer we consider completeness for. It is clear that in all cases
in which there is some overlap of C1 and C7 in the two peers, the value of completeness becomes
smaller as the value of overlap gets greater.

4.3.3 PEERS PUBLISHING THE SAME PROPERTY
In the case of classes, there is only the completeness metric that we consider. However, when
it comes to properties and more complex fragments, we have the notions of coverage and density.
Until now we only considered the coverage and density metrics for one peer. In the following
sections we will present formulae for the estimation of coverage, density and completeness of
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properties or more complex fragments in two or more peers. In all cases, we will show that the
completeness formula will be the product of the coverage and density formula.

4.3.3.1 PROPERTIES WITH THE SAME DOMAIN/RANGE
As shown previously in Figure 3, peers P9 and P12 both export property r1 with domain class
C1 and range class C2. The reference set used in the formulae is the product of the total number
of C1 and C2 instances in the PDMS, i.e. ||C1|| * ||C2||. This is the maximum number of r1
instances that can be retrieved in the PDMS. The coverage formula of the union of r1 in P9 and
P12 is

| C1| P9*| C2| P9+ | C1| P12*| C2| P12 − OverlapP9, P12(C1× C2)
covP9,P12(r1) =
(4.19) =>
|| C1|| *|| C2||
covP9,P12(r1) = covP9(r1) + covP12(r1) – overlapP9,P12(C1) * overlapP9,P12(C2)

(4.20)

The idea behind the coverage formula for the union is simple: according to definition 4.1 the
coverage of property r1 in peers P9 and P12 is the ratio of the maximum possible number of
distinct r1 instances in the two peers (i.e. the sum of the product of the C1 and C2 instances in the
two peers if we subtract their overlap of C1 and C2) to the maximum possible number of r1
instances in the PDMS (i.e. the product of the total C1 and C2 instances in the PDMS).
The formula for density of r1 in peers P9 and P12 will be
denP9,P12(r1) =

| r1| P 9 + | r1| P12 − OverlapP 9, P12( r1)
(4.21)
| C1| P 9* | C 2 | P 9 + | C1| P12* | C 2 | P12 − OverlapP 9, P12(C1× C 2)

Formula (4.21) stems from definition 4.2 : density of peers P9 and P12 with respect to
property r1 is the ratio of the distinct number of r1 instances in the two peers (i.e. the sum of their
r1 instances if we subtract their overlap with respect to r1) to the maximum possible number of
distinct r1 instances in P9 and P12.
As far as completeness of r1 in peers P9 and P12 is concerned, we have:

| r1| P9+ | r1| P12 − OverlapP9, P12(r1)
comP9,P12(r1) = covP9,P12(r1) * denP9,P12(r1) =
(4.22) =>
|| C1||*|| C2||
comP9,P12(r1) = comP9(r1) + comP12(r1) – overlapP9,P12(r1)
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(4.23)

As we can see, the completeness formula is formed as the product of coverage and density
and as stated by definition 4.3 it is the ratio of the number of distinct r1 instances in peers P9 and
P12 to the total maximum number of r1 instances in the PDMS.

Table 4.5 shows the overlap

cases presented in Table 3.4 with respect to the completeness metrics formulae (4.4) and (4.7):
Overlap of C1
and C2

Overlap Estimation Formulae

Overlap Estimation Formulae

for C1, C2

for property r1

overlapP9,P12(C1) = 0

overlapP9,P12(r1) = 0

in peers P9, P12
Disjointness

of

overlapP9,P12(C2) = 0

C1, C2
Disjointness
C1

of
and

independence of C2
Disjointness

of

overlapP9,P12(C1) = 0
overlapP9,P12(C2)=comP9(C2)*
comP12(C2)
overlapP9,P12(C1) = 0

C1 and quantified

overlapP9,P12(C2) = X, where X

overlap of C2

is a known probability

Disjointness
C1

of
and

containment

of

C2P8 in C2P1

overlapP9,P12(r1) = 0

overlapP9,P12(C1) = 0
overlapP9,P12(C2) =

overlapP9,P12(r1) = 0

overlapP9,P12(r1) = 0

comP12(C 2)
comP 9(C 2)

overlapP12,P9(C2) = 1

Independence of
C1, C2

overlapP9,P12(C1)=comP9(C1)*

overlapP9,P12(r1) =

comP12(C1)

comP9(r1) * comP12(r1)

overlapP9,P12(C2)=comP9(C2)*
comP12(C2)
Containment of
C1P12 in C1P9 and
containment
C2P12 in C2P9

of

overlapP9,P12(C1) =

comP12(C1)
comP 9(C1)

overlapP12,P9(C1) = 1
overlapP9,P12(C2) =

comP12(C 2)
comP 9(C 2)

overlapP9,P12(r1) =

comP12( r1)
comP 9( r1)

overlapP12,P9(r1) = 1

overlapP12,P9(C2) = 1
Table 4.518: Overlap of two peers exporting the same property with the same domain
/range
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By replacing in formulae (4.20), (4.21) and (4.23) the overlap in each case of Table 4.5, we
get the coverage, density and completeness of two peers with respect to a property in Table 4.6:
Overlap

Quality Metrics Estimation Formulae

of

for property r1

C1 and
C2
in peers
P9, P12
Disjoint

covP9,P12(r1) = covP9(r1) + covP12(r1)

ness

| r1| P 9 + | r1| P12
denP9,P12(r1) =
| C1| P 9* | C 2 | P 9 + | C1| P12* | C 2 | P12

of C1,
C2
Disjoint

comP9,P12(r1) = comP9(r1) + comP12(r1)
covP9,P12(r1) = covP9(r1) + covP12(r1)

ness
of C1

denP9,P12(r1) =

and
indepen

| r1| P 9 + | r1| P12
| C1| P 9* | C 2 | P 9 + | C1| P12* | C 2 | P12

comP9,P12(r1) = comP9(r1) + comP12(r1)

dence of
C2
Disjoint

covP9,P12(r1) = covP9(r1) + covP12(r1)

ness
of C1
and
quantifi

denP9,P12(r1) =

| r1| P 9 + | r1| P12
| C1| P 9* | C 2 | P 9 + | C1| P12* | C 2 | P12

comP9,P12(r1) = comP9(r1) + comP12(r1)

ed
overlap
of
C2
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Disjoint

covP9,P12(r1) = covP9(r1) + covP12(r1)

ness
of C1

denP9,P12(r1) =

and

| r1| P 9 + | r1| P12
| C1| P 9* | C 2 | P 9 + | C1| P12* | C 2 | P12

comP9,P12(r1) = comP9(r1) + comP12(r1)

contain
ment
of C2P12
in C2P9
Indepen

covP9,P12(r1) = covP9(r1) + covP12(r1) - comP9(C1) * comP12(C1) *

dence

comP9(C2) * comP12(C2)
denP9,P12(r1)=

of C1,

| r1| P 9 + | r1| P12 − comP 9( r1) * comP12( r1)* || C1|| * || C 2 ||
| C1| P 9* | C 2 | P 9 + | C1| P12* | C 2 | P12 − comP 9(C1) * comP12(C1) * comP 9(C 2) * comP12(C 2)* || C1|| * || C 2 ||

C2

comP9,P12(r1) = comP9(r1) + comP12(r1) - comP9(r1) * comP12(r1)
Contain

covP9,P12(r1) = covP9(r1) + covP12(r1) -

ment

comP12( r1)
comP 9(r1)

of C1P12

covP12,P9(r1) = covP9(r1) + covP12(r1) - 1

in

denP9,P12(r1)=

C1P9

| r1| P 9 + | r1| P12 − comP12( r1) / comP 9(r1)* || C1|| * || C 2 ||
| C1| P 9* | C 2 | P 9 + | C1| P12* | C 2 | P12 − comP12(C1) / comP 9(C1) * comP12(C 2) / comP 9(C 2)* || C1|| * || C 2 ||

and
contain

denP12,P9(r1)=

ment
of C2P12
in
C2P9

| r1| P 9 + | r1| P12 − 1* || C1|| * || C 2 ||
| C1| P 9* | C 2 | P 9 + | C1| P12* | C 2 | P12 − 1*1* || C1|| * || C 2 ||

comP9,P12(r1) = comP9(r1) + comP12(r1) -

comP12( r1)
comP 9(r1)

comP12,P9(r1) = comP9(r1) + comP12(r1) – 1
Table 4.619: Quality metrics formulae for two peers exporting the same property
with the same domain and range

In Table 4.6, we can see that in the case of disjointness, where there is no overlap of peers P9
and P12 with respect to property r1, the covP9,P12(r1) is simply the sum of the coverage of r1 in
the two peers. The same holds for the completeness formula, while the density formula is also
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formed without the overlap computations. In any other overlap case of C1 and C2, the coverage,
density and completeness are formulated by subtracting either the overlapP9,P12(r1) or the product
of overlapP9,P12(C1) and overlapP9,P12(C2). As explained earlier, in the sum of completeness
probabilities of r1 in peers P9 and P12, we have counted twice the r1 instances that are common
in them. We need to correct this by subtracting the probability of the common r1 instances
between peers P9 and P12, in order to calculate only once those r1 instances which appear in both
peers. In the case of coverage, we need to subtract the probabilities of the common C1 and C2
instances in the two peers. It is clear that in all cases in which there is some overlap of r1 in the
two peers, the values of coverage, density and completeness becomes smaller as the value of
overlap gets greater.
In all formulae of Table 4.6, the completeness of each peer with respect to r1 can be written
as the product of its coverage and density with respect to r1 (formulae (4.19) and (4.21)
respectively).

4.3.3.2 PROPERTIES WITH SUBSUMED DOMAINS/RANGES
In Figure 11 we can see that peer P1 exports property r1 with domain class C1 and range class
C2 and peer P4 exports property r1 with domain class C5, subclass of C1 and range class C6,
subclass of C2. The reference set used in the formulae is the product of the total number of C1
and C2 instances in the PDMS, i.e. || C1|| * || C 2 || , since all the instances of C5 and C6 in the
PDMS are included in || C1|| and ||C2|| respectively.
Similar to formula (4.19), the coverage formula of the union of r1 in P1 and P4 is

| C1| P1*| C2| P1+ | C5| P4*| C6| P4 − OverlapP1, P4(C1UC5× C2UC6)
(4.24)
covP1,P4(r1)=
|| C1|| *|| C2||
=> covP1,P4(r1) = covP1(r1) + covP4(r1) – overlapP1,P4(C1UC5) * overlapP1,P4(C2U6)

(4.25)

The idea behind the coverage formula for the union is simple: according to definition 4.1 the
coverage of property r1 in peers P1 and P4 is the ratio of the maximum possible number of
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distinct r1 instances in the two peers (i.e. the sum of the product of the C1/C5 and C2/C6
instances in the two peers if we subtract their overlap of C1/C5 and C2/C6) to the maximum
possible number of r1 instances in the PDMS (i.e. the product of the total C1 and C2 instances in
the PDMS).
The formula for density of r1 in peers P1 and P4 will be

denP1,P4(r1)=

| r1| P1+ | r1| P 4 − OverlapP1, P 4( r1)
| C1| P1* | C 2 | P1+ | C 5 | P 4* | C 6 | P 4 − OverlapP1, P 4(C1UC 5 × C 2UC 6)

(4.26)

Formula (4.26) stems from definition 4.2 : density of peers P1 and P4 with respect to property
r1 is the ratio of the distinct number of r1 instances in the two peers (i.e. the sum of their r1
instances if we subtract their overlap with respect to r1) to the maximum possible number of
distinct r1 instances in P1 and P4.
As far as completeness of r1 in peers P1 and P4 is concerned, we have:

| r1| P1+ | r1| P4 − OverlapP1, P4(r1)
comP1,P4(r1) = covP1,P4(r1) * denP1,P4(r1) =
(4.27) =>
|| C1||*|| C2||
comP1,P4(r1) = comP1(r1) + comP4(r1) – overlapP1,P4(r1)

(4.28)

As we can see, the completeness formula is formed as the product of coverage and density
and as stated by definition 4.3 it is the ratio of the number of distinct r1 instances in peers P1 and
P4 to the total maximum number of r1 instances in the PDMS.
Table 4.7 shows the overlap cases presented in Table 3.5 with respect to the the completeness
metrics formulae (4.4) and (4.7):
Overlap of

Overlap Estimation Formulae

Overlap Estimation Formulae

C1 and C2

for C1/C5, C2/C6

for property r1

in peers
P1, P4
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Disjointness

overlapP1,P4(C1UC5) = 0

of C1/C5,

overlapP1,P4(C2UC6) = 0

overlapP1,P4(r1) = 0

C2/C6
Disjointness

overlapP1,P4(C1UC5) = 0

of C1/C5 and

overlapP1,P4(C2UC6)=

independence

comP1(C2) * comP4(C6)

overlapP1,P4(r1) = 0

of C2/C6
Disjointness

overlapP1,P4(C1UC5) = 0

of C1/C5 and

overlapP1,P4(C2UC6) = X, where

quantified

overlapP1,P4(r1) = 0

X is a known probability

overlap of
C2/C6
Disjointness

overlapP1,P4(C1UC5) = 0

of C1/C5 and

overlapP1,P4(C2UC6)=

containment
of C6P4 in

overlapP1,P4(r1) = 0

comP 4(C 6)
comP1(C 2)

C2P1

overlapP4,P1(C2UC6) = 1

Independence

overlapP1,P4(C1UC5)=

overlapP1,P4(r1) =

of C1/C5,

comP1(C1) * comP4(C5)

comP1(r1) * comP4(r1)

C2/C6

overlapP1,P4(C2UC6)=
comP1(C2) * comP4(C6)

Containment
of C5P4 in
C1P1 and

overlapP1,P4(C1UC5)=

comP 4(C 5)
comP1(C1)

overlapP1,P4(r1) =

containment

overlapP4,P1(C1UC5) = 1

of C6P4 in C2P1

overlapP1,P4(C2UC6)=

comP 4( r1)
comP1( r1)

overlapP4,P1(r1) = 1

comP 4(C 6)
comP1(C 2)
overlapP4,P1(C2UC6) = 1
Table 4.720: Overlap of two peers exporting the same property with subsumed
domains/ranges
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By replacing in formulae (4.25), (4.26) and (4.28) the overlap in each case of Table 4.7, we
get the coverage, density and completeness of two peers with respect to a property in Table 4.8:
Overlap

Quality Metrics Estimation Formulae

of C1/C5

for property r1

and C2/C6
in peers
P1, P8
Disjointness

covP1,P4(r1) = covP1(r1) + covP4(r1)

of C1/C5,

| r1| P1+ | r1| P 4
| C1| P1* | C 2 | P1+ | C 5 | P 4* | C 6 | P 4

C2/C6

denP1,P4(r1) =

Disjointness

comP1,P4(r1) = comP1(r1) + comP4(r1)
covP1,P4(r1) = covP1(r1) + covP4(r1)

of C1/C5
and

denP1,P4(r1) =

independence

| r1| P1+ | r1| P 4
| C1| P1* | C 2 | P1+ | C 5 | P 4* | C 6 | P 4

of C2/C6

comP1,P4(r1) = comP1(r1) + comP4(r1)

Disjointness

covP1,P4(r1) = covP1(r1) + covP4(r1)

of C1/C5

| r1| P1+ | r1| P 4
denP1,P4(r1) =
| C1| P1* | C 2 | P1+ | C 5 | P 4* | C 6 | P 4

and
quantified
overlap of

comP1,P4(r1) = comP1(r1) + comP4(r1)

C2/C6
Disjointness

covP1,P4 (r1) = covP1(r1) + covP4(r1)

of C1/C5
and
containment
of C6P4 in

denP1,P4(r1) =

| r1| P1+ | r1| P 4
| C1| P1* | C 2 | P1+ | C 5 | P 4* | C 6 | P 4

comP1,P4(r1) = comP1(r1) + comP4(r1)

C2P1
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Independence

covP1,P4(r1) = covP1(r1) + covP4(r1) - comP1(C1) * comP4(C5) * comP1(C2) *
comP4(C6)

of C1/C5,
C2/C6

denP1,P4(r1)=
| r1| P1+ | r1| P 4 − comP1( r1) * comP 4( r1)* || C1|| * || C 2 ||
| C1| P1* | C 2 | P1+ | C 5 | P 4* | C 6 | P 4 − comP1(C1) * comP 4(C 5) * comP1(C 2) * comP 4(C 6)* || C1|| * || C 2 ||

comP1,P4(r1) = comP1(r1) + comP4(r1) - comP1(r1) * comP4(r1)
Containment

covP1,P4(r1) = covP1(r1) + covP4(r1) -

of C5P4 in

comP 4( r1)
comP1( r1)

C1P1 and

covP4,P1(r1) = covP1(r1) + covP4(r1) - 1

containment

denP1,P4(r1)=

of C6P4 in
C2P1

| r1| P1+ | r1| P 4 − comP 4( r1) / comP1( r1)* || C1|| * || C 2 ||
| C1| P1* | C 2 | P1+ | C 5 | P 4* | C 6 | P 4 − comP 4(C 5) / comP1(C1) * comP 4(C 6) / comP1(C 2)* || C1|| * || C 2 ||

denP4,P1(r1)=

| r1| P1+ | r1| P 4 − 1* || C1|| * || C 2 ||
| C1| P1* | C 2 | P1+ | C 5 | P 4* | C 6 | P 4 − 1*1* || C1|| * || C 2 ||

comP1,P4(r1) = comP1(r1) + comP4(r1) -

comP 4( r1)
comP1(r1)

comP4,P1(r1) = comP1(r1) + comP4(r1) – 1
Table 4.821: Quality metrics formulae for two peers exporting the same property
with the same domain and range

In Table 4.8, we can see that in the case of disjointness, where there is no overlap of peers P1
and P4 with respect to property r1, the covP1,P4(r1) is simply the sum of the coverage of r1 in the
two peers. The same holds for the completeness formula, while the density formula is also formed
without the overlap computations. In any other overlap case of C1/C5 and C2/C6, the coverage,
density and completeness are formulated by subtracting either the overlapP1,P4(r1) or the product
of overlapP1,P4(C1UC5) and overlapP1,P4(C2UC6). As explained earlier, in the sum of
completeness probabilities of r1 in peers P1 and P4, we have counted twice the r1 instances that
are common in them. We need to correct this by subtracting the probability of the common r1
instances between peers P1 and P4, in order to calculate only once those r1 instances which
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appear in both peers. In the case of coverage, we need to subtract the probabilities of the common
C5 and C6 instances in the two peers. It is clear that in all cases in which there is some overlap of
r1 in the two peers, the values of coverage, density and completeness becomes smaller as the
value of overlap gets greater.
In all formulae of Table 4.8, the completeness of each peer with respect to r1 can be written
as the product of its coverage and density with respect to r1 (formulae (4.24) and (4.28)
respectively).

4.3.4 PEERS PUBLISHING SUBSUMED PROPERTIES
When a peer exports a property and another peer exports a subproperty of it, one of the
following cases may hold :


The subproperty may have the same domain and range class with the parent

property.


One of the domain/range class of the subproperty (or both of them) may be subclass

of the domain/range class of the parent property.

4.3.4.1 PROPERTIES WITH THE SAME DOMAIN/RANGE
In Figure 10 we can see that peer P1 exports property r1 with domain class C1 and range class
C2 and peer P3 exports property r4 with domain class C1 and range class C2. The reference set
used in the formulae is the product of the total number of C1 and C2 instances in the PDMS, i.e.
||C1|| * ||C2||. In the coverage formula we take into account the number of common r4 instances
between P1 and P3. However, since property r1 subsumes property r4, the r4 instances of peer P3
can also answer queries that refer to r1. So, the coverage formula of the union of r1 in P1 and r4
in P3 is

| C1| P1*| C2| P1+ | C1| P3*| C2| P3 − OverlapP1, P3(C1× C2)
covP1,P3(r1Ur4)=
|| C1|| *|| C2||
covP1,P3(r1Ur4) = covP1(r1) + covP3(r4) - overlapP1,P3(C1 x C2)

(4.29)

=>

(4.30)

The idea behind the coverage formula for the union is simple: according to definition 4.1 the
coverage of properties r1 and r4 in peers P1 and P3 is the ratio of the maximum possible number
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of distinct r1/r4 instances in the two peers (i.e. the sum of the product of the C1 and C2 instances
in the two peers if we subtract their overlap of C1 and C2 to the maximum possible number of r1
instances in the PDMS (i.e. the product of the total C1 and C2 instances in the PDMS).
The formula for density of r1 and r4 in peers P1 and P3 will be

denP1,P3(r1Ur4)=

| r1| P1+ | r 4 | P 3 − OverlapP1, P 3( r1Ur 4)
(4.31)
| C1| P1* | C 2 | P1+ | C1| P 3* | C 2 | P 3 − OverlapP1, P 3(C1× C 2)

Formula (4.31) stems from definition 4.2 : density of peers P1 and P3 with respect to
properties r1 and r4 is the ratio of the distinct number of r1/r4 instances in the two peers (i.e. the
sum of their r1/r4 instances if we subtract their overlap with respect to r4) to the maximum
possible number of distinct r1 instances in P1 and P3.
As far as completeness of r1/r4 in peers P1 and P3 is concerned, we have:

| r1| P1+ | r 4 | P3 − OverlapP1, P3(r1Ur 4)
comP1,P3(r1Ur4)=
|| C1|| *|| C2 ||
= covP1,P3(r1Ur4) * denP1,P3(r1Ur4)

(4.32) =

=>

comP1,P3(r1Ur4) = comP1(r1) + comP3(r4) – overlapP1,P3(r1Ur4)

(4.33)

As we can see, the completeness formula is formed as the product of coverage and density
and as stated by definition 4.3 it is the ratio of the number of distinct r1/r4 instances in peers P1
and P3 to the total maximum number of r1 instances in the PDMS.
Table 4.9 shows the overlap cases presented in Table 3.6 with respect to the the completeness
metrics formulae (4.4) and (4.7):
Overlap of C1

Overlap Estimation Formulae

Overlap Estimation Formulae

and C2 in

for C1, C2

for property r1/r4

Disjointness

overlapP1,P3(C1) = 0

overlapP1,P3(r1Ur4) = 0

of C1, C2

overlapP1,P3(C2) = 0

peers P1, P4
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Disjointness

overlapP1,P3(C1) = 0

of C1 and

overlapP1,P3(C2)=

independence

comP1(C2) * comP3(C2)

overlapP1,P3(r1Ur4) = 0

of C2

overlapP1,P3(r1Ur4) = 0

Disjointness

overlapP1,P4(C1) = 0

of C1 and

overlapP1,P4(C2) = X, where X is a

quantified

known probability

overlap of C2
Disjointness
of C1 and
containment
of C2P3 in

overlapP1,P3(C1) = 0
overlapP1,P3(C2)=

overlapP1,P3(r1Ur4) = 0

comP 3(C 2)
comP1(C 2)

overlapP3,P1(C2) = 1

C2P1
Independence

overlapP1,P3(C1)=

overlapP1,P3(r1Ur4) =

of C1, C2

comP1(C1) * comP3(C1)

comP1(r1) * comP3(r4)

overlapP1,P3(C2)=
comP1(C2) * comP3(C2)
Containment
of C1P3 in
C1P1 and
containment
of C2P3 in
C2P1

overlapP1,P3(C1)=

comP 3(C1)
comP1(C1)

overlapP3,P1(C1) = 1
overlapP1,P3(C2)=

comP 3(C 2)
comP1(C 2)

overlapP1,P3(r1Ur4)=

comP 3( r 4)
comP1( r1)
overlapP3,P1(r1Ur4) = 1

overlapP3,P1(C2) = 1

Table 4.922:Overlap of two peers exporting subsumed properties with the same
domain/range
By replacing in formulae (4.30), (4.31) and (4.33) the overlap in each case of Table 4.9, we

get the coverage, density and completeness of two peers with respect to subsumed properties in
Table 4.10:
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Overlap of

Quality Metrics Estimation Formulae

C1 and C2

for properties r1/r4

in peers P1,
P3
Disjointness

covP1,P3(r1Ur4) = covP1(r1) + covP3(r4)

of C1, C2

denP1,P3(r1Ur4) =

| r1| P1+ | r 4 | P 3
| C1| P1* | C 2 | P1+ | C1| P 3* | C 2 | P 3

comP1,P3(r1Ur4) = comP1(r1) + comP3(r4)
Disjointness
of C1 and
independence
of C2

covP1,P3(r1Ur4) = covP1(r1) + covP3(r4)
denP1,P3(r1Ur4) =

| r1| P1+ | r 4 | P 3
| C1| P1* | C 2 | P1+ | C1| P 3* | C 2 | P 3

comP1,P3(r1Ur4) = comP1(r1) + comP3(r4)
Disjointness

covP1,P3(r1Ur4) = covP1(r1) + covP3(r4)

of C1 and
quantified
overlap of C2

denP1,P3(r1Ur4) =

| r1| P1+ | r 4 | P 3
| C1| P1* | C 2 | P1+ | C1| P 3* | C 2 | P 3

comP1,P3(r1Ur4) = comP1(r1) + comP3(r4)
Disjointness

covP1,P3 (r1Ur4) = covP1(r1) + covP3(r4)

of C1 and

| r1| P1+ | r 4 | P 3
denP1,P3(r1Ur4) =
| C1| P1* | C 2 | P1+ | C1| P 3* | C 2 | P 3

containment
of C2P3 in
C2P1

comP1,P3(r1Ur4) = comP1(r1) + comP3(r4)
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Independence
of C1, C2

covP1,P3(r1Ur4) = covP1(r1) + covP3(r4) - comP1(C1) * comP3(C1) * comP1(C2) *
comP3(C2)
denP1,P3(r1Ur4)=
| r1| P1+ | r 4 | P 3 − comP1( r1) * comP 3( r 4)* || C1|| * || C 2 ||
| C1| P1* | C 2 | P1+ | C1| P 3* | C 2 | P 3 − comP1(C1) * comP 3(C1) * comP1(C 2) * comP 3(C 2)* || C1|| * || C 2 ||

comP1,P3(r1Ur4) = comP1(r1) + comP3(r4) - comP1(r1) * comP3(r4)
Containment
of C1P3 in

covP1,P3(r1Ur4) = covP1(r1) + covP3(r4) -

comP 3( r 4)
comP1( r1)

C1P1 and

covP3,P1(r1Ur4) = covP1(r1) + covP3(r4) - 1

containment

denP1,P3(r1Ur4)=

of C2P3 in
C2P1

| r1| P1+ | r 4 | P 3 − comP 3(r 4) / comP1( r1)* || C1|| * || C 2 ||
| C1| P1* | C 2 | P1+ | C1| P 3* | C 2 | P 3 − comP 3(C1) / comP1(C1) * comP 3(C 2) / comP1(C 2)* || C1|| * || C 2 ||

denP3,P1(r1Ur4)=

| r1| P1+ | r 4 | P 3 − 1* || C1|| * || C 2 ||
| C1| P1* | C 2 | P1+ | C1| P 3* | C 2 | P 3 − 1*1* || C1|| * || C 2 ||

comP1,P3(r1Ur4) = comP1(r1) + comP3(r4) -

comP 3(r 4)
comP1(r1)

comP3,P1(r1Ur4) = comP1(r1) + comP3(r4) – 1
Table 4.1023: Quality metrics formulae for two peers exporting subsumed properties
with the same domain and range

In Table 4.10, we can see that in the case of disjointness, where there is no overlap of peers
P1 and P3 with respect to properties r1/r4, the covP1,P3(r1Ur4) is simply the sum of the coverage
of r1/r4 in the two peers. The same holds for the completeness formula, while the density formula
is also formed without the overlap computations. In any other overlap case of C1 and C2, the
coverage, density and completeness are formulated by subtracting either the overlapP1,P3(r1Ur4)
or the product of overlapP1,P3(C1) and overlapP1,P3(C2). As explained earlier, in the sum of
completeness probabilities of r1/r4 in peers P1 and P3, we have counted twice the r4 instances
that are common in them. We need to correct this by subtracting the probability of the common r4
instances between peers P1 and P3, in order to calculate only once those r4 instances which
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appear in both peers. In the case of coverage, we need to subtract the probabilities of the common
C1 and C2 instances in the two peers. It is clear that in all cases in which there is some overlap of
r1/r4 in the two peers, the values of coverage, density and completeness becomes smaller as the
value of overlap gets greater.
In all formulae of Table 4.10, the completeness of each peer with respect to r1/r4 can be
written as the product of its coverage and density with respect to r1/r4 (formulae (4.29) and (4.31)
respectively).

4.3.4.2 PROPERTIES WITH SUBSUMED DOMAINS/RANGES
In Figure 3 we can see that peer P9 exports property r1 with domain class C1 and range class
C2 and peer P13 exports property r4, which is a subclass of r1 with domain class C7, subclass of
C1 and range class C6, subclass of C2. Since r1 subsumes r4, the r4 instances of P13 can answer
not only queries concerning r4, but also queries concerning r1. The reference set used in the
formulae is the product of the total number of C1 and C2 instances in the PDMS, i.e.||C1|| * ||C2||,
since all the instances of C7 and C6 in the PDMS are included in ||C1|| and ||C2|| respectively.
The coverage formula of the union of r1 and r4 in P9 and P13 is

| C1| P9*| C2| P9+ | C7| P13*| C6| P13 − OverlapP9, P13(C1UC7 ×C2UC6)
covP9,P13(r1Ur4)=
(4.34)
|| C1|| *|| C2||
=>
covP9,P13(r1Ur4) = covP9(r1) + covP13(r4) – overlapP9,P13(C1UC7) * overlapP9,P13(C2U6)

(4.35)

The idea behind the coverage formula for the union is simple: according to definition 4.1 the
coverage of properties r1/r4 in peers P9 and P13 is the ratio of the maximum possible number of
distinct r4 instances in the two peers (i.e. the sum of the product of the C1/C7 and C2/C6
instances in the two peers if we subtract their overlap of C1/C7 and C2/C6) to the maximum
possible number of r1 instances in the PDMS (i.e. the product of the total C1 and C2 instances in
the PDMS).
The formula for density of r1/r4 in peers P9 and P13 will be
denP9,P13(r1Ur4)=

| r1| P 9 + | r 4 | P13 − OverlapP 9, P13( r1Ur 4)
| C1| P 9* | C 2 | P 9 + | C 7 | P13* | C 6 | P13 − OverlapP 9, P13(C1UC 7 × C 2UC 6)
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(4.36)

Formula (4.36) stems from definition 4.2 : density of peers P9 and P13 with respect to
properties r1 and r4 is the ratio of the distinct number of r4 instances in the two peers (i.e. the
sum of their r1/r4 instances if we subtract their overlap with respect to r4) to the maximum
possible number of distinct r1/r4 instances in P9 and P13.
As far as completeness of r1/r4 in peers P9 and P13 is concerned, we have:
comP9,P13(r1Ur4)=covP9,P13(r1Ur4)*denP9,P13(r1Ur4)=

| r1| P9+ | r4| P13 − OverlapP9, P13(r1Ur4)
|| C1||*|| C2||

(4.37)

=>
comP9,P13(r1Ur4) = comP9(r1) + comP13(r4) – overlapP9,P13(r1Ur4)

(4.38)

As we can see, the completeness formula is formed as the product of coverage and density
and as stated by definition 4.3 it is the ratio of the number of distinct r1/r4 instances in peers P9
and P13 to the total maximum number of r1 instances in the PDMS.
Table 4.11 shows the overlap cases presented in Table 3.7 with respect to the completeness
metrics formulae (4.4) and (4.7):
Overlap of C1
and C2

Overlap Estimation Formulae

Overlap Estimation Formulae

for C1/C7, C2/C6

for property r1/r4

overlapP9,P13(C1UC7) = 0

overlapP9,P13(r1Ur4) = 0

in peers P9, P13
Disjointness

of

overlapP9,P13(C2UC6) = 0

C1/C7, C2/C6
Disjointness
C1/C7
independence

of
and

overlapP9,P13(C1UC7) = 0

overlapP9,P13(r1Ur4) = 0

overlapP9,P13(C2UC6)=

of

comP9(C2) * comP13(C6)

of

overlapP9,P13(C1UC7) = 0

C2/C6
Disjointness
C1/C7

and

overlapP9,P13(C2UC6) = X, where

quantified overlap X is a known probability
of C2/C6
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overlapP9,P13(r1Ur4) = 0

Disjointness
C1/C7
containment
C6P13 in C2P9

of
and
of

overlapP9,P13(C1UC7) = 0

overlapP9,P13(r1Ur4) = 0

overlapP9,P13(C2UC6)=

comP13(C 6)
comP 9(C 2)
overlapP13,P9(C2UC6) = 1

Independence

overlapP9,P13(C1UC7)=

overlapP9,P13(r1Ur4) =

of C1/C7,

comP9(C1) * comP13(C5)

comP9(r1) * comP13(r4)

C2/C6

overlapP9,P13(C2UC6)=
comP9(C2) * comP13(C6)

Containment
of C7P13 in
C1P9 and

overlapP9,P13(C1UC7)=

comP13(C 7)
comP 9(C1)

overlapP9,P13(r1Ur4) =

containment

overlapP13,P9(C1UC7) = 1

of C6P13 in

overlapP9,P13(C2UC6)=

C2P9

comP13( r 4)
comP 9( r1)

overlapP13,P9(r1Ur4) = 1

comP13(C 6)
comP 9(C 2)
overlapP13,P9(C2UC6) = 1

Table 4.1124: Overlap of two peers exporting the same property with subsumed
domains/ranges
By replacing in formulae (4.25), (4.26) and (4.28) the overlap in each case of Table 4.11, we

get the coverage, density and completeness of two peers with respect to a property in Table 4.12:
Overlap of

Quality Metrics Estimation Formulae

C1/C7 and

for properties r1/r4

C2/C6
in peers
P9, P13
Disjointness

covP9,P13(r1Ur4) = covP9(r1) + covP13(r4)

of C1/C7,
C2/C6

denP9,P13(r1Ur4) =

| r1| P 9 + | r 4 | P13
| C1| P 9* | C 2 | P 9 + | C 7 | P13* | C 6 | P13

comP9,P13(r1Ur4) = comP9(r1) + comP13(r4)
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Disjointness

covP9,P13(r1Ur4) = covP9(r1) + covP13(r4)

of C1/C7
and

denP9,P13(r1Ur4) =

independence

| r1| P 9 + | r 4 | P13
| C1| P 9* | C 2 | P 9 + | C 7 | P13* | C 6 | P13

of C2/C6

comP9,P13(r1Ur4) = comP9(r1) + comP13(r4)

Disjointness

covP9,P13(r1Ur4) = covP9(r1) + covP13(r4)

of C1/C7
and

denP9,P13(r1Ur4) =

quantified
overlap of

| r1| P 9 + | r 4 | P13
| C1| P 9* | C 2 | P 9 + | C 7 | P13* | C 6 | P13

comP9,P13(r1Ur4) = comP9(r1) + comP13(r4)

C2/C6
Disjointness

covP9,P13 (r1Ur4) = covP9(r1) + covP13(r4)

of C1/C7
and

denP9,P13(r1Ur4) =

containment
of C6P13 in

| r1| P 9 + | r 4 | P13
| C1| P 9* | C 2 | P 9 + | C 7 | P13* | C 6 | P13

comP9,P13(r1Ur4) = comP9(r1) + comP13(r4)

C2P9
Independence
of C1/C7,

covP9,P13(r1Ur4) = covP9(r1) + covP13(r4) - comP9(C1) * comP13(C7) *
comP9(C2) * comP13(C6)

C2/C6

denP9,P13(r1Ur4)=
| r1| P 9 + | r 4 | P13 − comP 9( r1) * comP13( r 4)* || C1|| * || C 2 ||
| C1| P 9* | C 2 | P 9 + | C 7 | P13* | C 6 | P13 − comP 9(C1) * comP13(C 7) * comP 9(C 2) * comP13(C 6)* || C1|| * || C 2 ||

comP9,P13(r1Ur4) = comP9(r1) + comP13(r4) - comP9(r1) * comP13(r4)
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Containment
of C7P13 in

covP9,P13(r1Ur4) = covP9(r1) + covP13(r4) -

comP13( r 4)
comP 9( r1)

C1P9

covP13,P9(r1Ur4) = covP9(r1) + covP13(r4) - 1

and

denP9,P13(r1Ur4)=

containment
of C6P13 in
C2P9

| r1| P 9 + | r 4 | P13 − comP13( r 4) / comP 9( r1)* || C1|| * || C 2 ||
| C1| P 9* | C 2 | P 9 + | C 7 | P13* | C 6 | P13 − comP13(C 7) / comP 9(C1) * comP13(C 6) / comP 9(C 2)* || C1|| * || C 2 ||

denP13,P9(r1Ur4)=

| r1| P 9 + | r 4 | P13 − 1* || C1|| * || C 2 ||
| C1| P 9* | C 2 | P 9 + | C 7 | P13* | C 6 | P13 − 1*1* || C1|| * || C 2 ||

comP9,P13(r1Ur4) = comP9(r1) + comP13(r4) -

comP13(r 4)
comP 9( r1)

comP13,P9(r1Ur4) = comP9(r1) + comP13(r4) – 1
Table 4.1225: Quality metrics formulae for two peers exporting the same property
with the same domain and range
In Table 4.12, we can see that in the case of disjointness, where there is no overlap of peers

P9 and P13 with respect to properties r1 and r4, covP9,P13(r1Ur4) is simply the sum of the
coverage of r1 and r4 in the two peers. The same holds for the completeness formula, while the
density formula is also formed without the overlap computations. In any other overlap case of
C1/C7 and C2/C6, the coverage, density and completeness are formulated by subtracting either
the overlapP9,P13(r1Ur4) or the product of overlapP9,P13(C1UC7) and overlapP9,P13(C2UC6). As
explained earlier, in the sum of completeness probabilities of r1/r4 in peers P9 and P13, we have
counted twice the r4 instances that are common in them. We need to correct this by subtracting
the probability of the common r4 instances between peers P9 and P13, in order to calculate only
once those r4 instances which appear in both peers. In the case of coverage, we need to subtract
the probabilities of the common C7 and C6 instances in the two peers. It is clear that in all cases
in which there is some overlap of r4 in the two peers, the values of coverage, density and
completeness become smaller as the value of overlap gets greater.
In all formulae of Table 4.12, the completeness of each peer with respect to r1/r4 can be
written as the product of its coverage and density with respect to r1/r4 (formulae (4.24) and (4.28)
respectively).
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4.4 GENERALIZATION FOR MORE THAN TWO
PEERS
In section 3.6 we stated that, in favor of simplicity, when it comes to more than two peers we
consider only independence overlap for them. In this section we will show how the quality
metrics formulae of the previous sections are formed in the case of more than two peers.
First of all we will take the case where more than two peers export the same property. Then
we have the following cases :
9

The common property may have the same domain and range classes in all of

the peers.
9

The common property may have a specific domain/range class in some peers

and subclasses of them as domain/range classes in some other peers.
Let us assume that peers P1, P2,…,PN export property r1 with the same domain and range
classes, i.e. classes C1 and C2 respectively. The reference set used in the formulae is the product
of the total number of C1 and C2 instances in the PDMS, i.e. ||C1|| * ||C2|| .
Then, taking formula (4.19) into account, we have

| C1| P1*| C2 | P1 + ...+ | C1| PN*| C2 | PN − OverlapP1, P2...PN(C1× C2)
covP1,P2,…,PN(r1)=
(4.39)
|| C1|| *|| C2||
The density formula (4.21) will become

| r1| P1+ | r1| P2...+ | r1| PN − OverlapP1, P2...PN(r1)
denP1,P2,…,PN(r1)= | C1| P1*| C2| P1 + ...+ | C1| PN*| C2 | PN − OverlapP1, P2,..., PN (C1× C2) (4.40)
As for completeness, taking formula (4.22) into account we have :
comP1,P2,…,PN(r1) = covP1,P2,…,PN(r1) * denP1,P2,…,PN(r1) =

| r1| P1+ | r1| P2 + ...+ | r1| PN − OverlapP1, P2...PN (r1)
=
|| C1|| *|| C2 ||

(4.41)

The other case of peers exporting the same property is that some, or all of them may have as
domain a subclass of C1 (e.g. C5) and as range class a subclass of C2, e.g. (C6). Let us assume
that peer P1 exports property r1 with C1 as domain class and C2 as range class, and all other
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peers export r1 with domain class C5 and range class C6. The reference set used in the formulae
is the product of the total number of C1 and C2 instances in the PDMS, i.e. ||C1|| * ||C2||, since all
the instances of C5 and C6 in the PDMS are included in ||C1|| and ||C2|| respectively.
Then, the coverage formula (4.39) becomes
covP1,P2,…,PN(r1)=

| C1| P1*| C2| P1 + ...+ | C5| PN*| C6| PN − OverlapP1, P2...PN(C1UC5× C2UC6)
(4.42)
|| C1|| *|| C2||

The density formula (4.26) will become

| r1| P1+ | r1| P2...+ | r1| PN − OverlapP1, P2...PN (r1)
denP1,P2,…,PN(r1)= | C1| P1*| C2| P1 + ...+ | C5| PN*| C6| PN − OverlapP1, P2, ..., PN(C1UC5× C2UC6)
(4.43)

As for completeness, the formula is the same as (4.41).
Since we consider only independence overlap among the peers, then, using the overlap
information of Table 3.4 and Table 3.5, the quality metrics formulae (4.20), (4.21), (4.23), (4.25)
and (4.28) are shown in Table 4.13.
Same property (same domain and range classes)

covP1,…PN(r1) = covP1(r1)+…+covPN(r1) –comP1(C1)*…*comPN(C1) *…*comp1(C2)*comPN(C2)
denP1,P2,…,PN(r1)=

| r1| P1+ | r1| P2...+ | r1| PN − comP1(r1)*...*comPN(r1)*|| C1|| *|| C2||
| C1| P1*| C2| P1 + ...+ | C1| PN*| C2| PN − comP1(C1)* comPN(C1)*... *comP1(C2)*comPN(C2)*|| C1|| *|| C2||
comP1,…PN(r1) = comP1(r1)+…+comPN(r1) – comP1(r1)* … *comPN(r1)
Same property (subsumed domain/range classes)
covP1,…PN(r1)
=
covP1(r1)+…+covPN(r1)
–

comP1(C1)*…*comP1(C2)

*

…

*compN(C5)*comPN(C6)
denP1,P2,…,PN(r1)=

| r1| P1+ | r1| P2...+ | r1| PN − comP1(r1)*...* comPN(r1)*|| C1|| *|| C2||
| C1| P1*| C2| P1 + ...+ | C5| PN*| C6| PN − comP1(C1)*comP1(C2)*... * comPN(C5)* comPN(C6)*|| C1|| *|| C2||
comP1,…PN(r1) = comP1(r1)+…+comPN(r1) – comP1(r1)* … *comPN(r1)
Table 4.1326: Quality metrics formulae for more than two peers exporting the same
property
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When there are peers that export e.g. property r1 and there are also peers that export a
subproperty of r1, e.g. r4, then there are two cases :
9

Both property and subproperty have the same domain and range classes.

9

One or both of the domain/range class of the subproperty is a subclass of the

domain/range class of the property.
Let us assume that peers P1, P2, …,PK export property r1 with domain class C1 and range
class C2, while peers P(K+1) … PN export property r4, a subproperty of r1 with the same domain
and range classes. The reference set used in the formulae is the product of the total number of C1
and C2 instances in the PDMS, i.e. ||C1|| * ||C2||.
Then, taking formula (4.29) into account, we have

covP1,P2,…,PN(r1Ur4)=

| C1| P1*| C2 | P1 + ..+ | C1| PN*| C2 | PN − OverlapP1, P2...PN(C1× C2)
|| C1|| *|| C2||

(4.44)

The density formula (4.31) will then become
denP1,P2,…,PN(r1)=
| r1| P1+ | r1| P2...+ | r4| PN − comP1(r1)*...*comPN(r4)*|| C1|| *|| C2||
(4.45)
| C1| P1*| C2| P1 + ...+ | C1| PN*| C2| PN − comP1(C1)*comP1(C2)*... *comPN(C1)*comPN(C2)*|| C1|| *|| C2||

The completeness formula, taking into account formula (4.32) will be
comP1,P2,…,PN(r1Ur4) = covP1,P2,…,PN(r1Ur4) * denP1,P2,…,PN(r1Ur4) =

| r1| P1+ | r1| P2 + ...+ | r 4 | PN − OverlapP1, P2...PN (r1Ur 4)
=
|| C1|| *|| C2 ||

(4.46)

The other case is that some peers, e.g. peers P1 … PK, may export property r1 with domain
class C1 and range class C2, while peers P(K+1) … PN may export subproperty r4 with
domain/range that is a subclass of domain/range of r1, e.g. C5, subclass of C1 and C6, subclass of
C2. The reference set used in the formulae is the product of the total number of C1 and C2
instances in the PDMS, i.e. ||C1|| * ||C2||, since all the instances of C5 and C6 in the PDMS are
included in ||C1|| and ||C2|| respectively.
Then, coverage formula (4.44) becomes
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covP1,P2,…,PN(r1Ur4) =

| C1| P1* | C 2 | P1 + ...+ | C 5 | PN * | C 6 | PN − OverlapP1, P 2... PN (C1UC 5 × C 2UC 6)
=
|| C1|| * || C 2 ||
covP1(r1)+…+covPN(r4) – overlapP1,P2,…,pk(C1)* overlapP1,P2,…,pk(C2)* overlapPk+1,P2,…,pN(C5)*
overlapPk+1,P2,…,pN(C6) (4.47)
The density formula will be
denP1,P2,…,PN(r1Ur4)=
| r1| P1+ | r1| P2...+ | r4| PN − comP1(r1)*...*comPN(r4)*|| C1|| *|| C2||
(4.48)
| C1| P1*| C2| P1 + ...+ | C5| PN*| C6| PN − comP1(C1)*comP1(C2)*... *comPN(C5)*comPN(C6)*|| C1|| *|| C2||

As for completeness, the formula is the same as (4.46).
Since we consider only independence overlap among the peers, then, using the overlap
information of Table 3.6 and Table 3.7, the quality metrics formulae (4.30), (4.31), (4.33), (4.35),
(4.36) and (4.38) are shown in Table 4.14
Subsumed properties (same domain and range classes)

covP1,…PN(r1Ur4)

=

covP1(r1)+…+covPN(r4)

–comP1(C1)*comP1(C2)

*,…,*compN(C1)*comPN(C2)
denP1,P2,…,PN(r1Ur4)=
| r1| P1+ | r1| P2...+ | r4| PN − comP1(r1)*...* comPN(r4)*|| C1|| *|| C2||
| C1| P1*| C2| P1 + ...+ | C1| PN*| C2| PN − comP1(C1)* comP1(C2)*... * comPN(C1)* comPN(C2)*|| C1|| *|| C2||

comP1,…PN(r1Ur4) = comP1(r1)+…+comPN(r4) – comP1(r1)* … *comPN(r4)
Subsumed properties (subsumed domain/range classes)
covP1,…PN(r1Ur4)
=
covP1(r1)+…+covPN(r4)
–

comP1(C1)*comP1(C2)

*,…,*compN(C5)*comPN(C6)
denP1,P2,…,PN(r1Ur4)=

| r1| P1+ | r1| P2...+ | r4| PN − comP1(r1)*...* comPN(r4)*|| C1|| *|| C2||
| C1| P1*| C2| P1 + ...+ | C5| PN*| C6| PN − comP1(C1)* comP1(C2)*... *comPN(C5)*comPN(C6)*|| C1|| *|| C2|
comP1,…PN(r1Ur4) = comP1(r1)+…+comPN(r4) – comP1(r1)* … *comPN(r4)
Table 4.1427: Quality metrics formulae for more than two peers exporting subsumed
properties
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4.5 JOIN OF PEER FRAGMENT INSTANCES
When a peer exports a more complex fragment than a single class or property, it involves
joins among properties. There are many ways in which two or more properties can be joined with
each other, which we describe in the next section.

4.5.1 DIFFERENT JOIN TYPES (CHAIN, STAR ON
DOMAINS OR RANGES)
In favor of simplicity, we will first take the case of two properties joined in a peer to form a
more complex fragment. We have already presented the quality metrics formulae for fragments
that involve two or more properties joined together in section 4.2.3.
There are the following cases as to the morphology the join may have:
A. The class on which the two properties join may be the range class of the one
property and the domain class of the other.
B. The class on which the two properties join on may be the domain class for both
properties.
C. The class on which the two properties join on may be the range class for both
properties.
When we have more than two properties, the first kind of join is called a chain, the second
kind of join is called a star join on the domain classes of the properties and the third is called a
star join on their range classes. In the following sections we will give examples of these cases,
both in the case where two or more peers export fragments that involve join of two or more
properties (i.e. the join takes place in the same peer) and in the case where different peers export
fragments that join on their common class (i.e. the join takes place between different peers). We
should note that in the following formulae where the symbol × appears, it denotes the join symbol
that we use.
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4.5.1.1 PROPERTIES WITH THE SAME DOMAIN/RANGE
As shown in Figure 3, peers P12 and P14 export properties r1 and r2 with the same domain
and range classes, joined on class C2. This is a chain join, since C2 is the range class of property
r1 and the domain class of property r2. The reference set used in the formulae is the product of
the total number of the instances of the classes that r1

r2 comprises, i.e. ||C1|| * ||C2|| * ||C3||.

Peer P9 exports the join of properties r1 and r3. This is a star join on their domain class, C1. In
the figures of this thesis we do not have any example of star join of properties on their range
class, but this case is similar to the star join on the domain class.
The quality metrics for the join of r1 and r2, using formulae (4.8) and (4.19), are given below:
covP12,P14(r1

r2)=

| C1| P12*| C2| P12*| C3| P12+ | C1| P14*| C2| P14*| C3| P14 − OverlapP12, P14(C1xC2xC3)
(4.49)
|| C1|| *|| C2|| *|| C3||
The coverage of the union will be the ratio of the sum of the maximum number of distinct
r1

r2 instances in the two peers (this is why we subtract the common C1, C2 and C3 instances,

as they appear in both peers) to the maximum total number of r1

r2 instances in the PDMS,

i.e. ||C1|| * ||C2|| * ||C3||.
In section 3.6 we presented formulae for the overlap between peers that export the same
complex fragment. These overlap formulae consider the cardinality of the complex fragment in
each peer. However, in the coverage formula (4.49) we need to estimate the overlap between
peers P12 and P14 with respect to the maximum possible number of r1
peers. The maximum number of r1

r2 instances in both

r2 instances in e.g. peer P12 is |C1|P12 * |C2|P12 * |C3|P12. In

the same way we can compute the maximum number of r1

r2 instances of peer P14.

Then, the overlap of formula (4.49) expressed as probability in the independence case will be
computed as follows :
overlapP12,P14(C1 x C2 x C3) = comP12,P14(C1) * comP12,P14(C2) * comP12,P14(C3)
Using formula (3.3), the relationship between the overlap as probability and as cardinality is :
overlapP12,P14(r1 x r2) = OverlapP12,P14(r1 x r2) / (||C1|| *||C2|| *||C3||)
The coverage formula (4.49) can be written as
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covP12,P14(r1

r2)

=

covP12(r1

r2)

+

covP14(r1

r2)

-

overlapP12,P14(C1)

*

overlapP12,P14(C2) * overlapP12,P14(C3) (4.50)
The density formula is as follows :
denP12,P14(r1

r2)=

| r1× r2| P12+ | r1× r2| P14 − OverlapP12, P14(r1× r2)
| C1| P12*| C2| P12*| C3| P12+ | C1| P14*| C2| P14*| C3| P14 − OverlapP12, P14(C1xC2xC3) (4.51)
The overlap of the numerator is the overlap used in the completeness computations. It is
estimated as follows :
overlapP12,P14(r1

r2)=

| r1× r 2 | P12
| r1× r 2 | P14
*
|| C1|| * || C 2 || * || C 3 || || C1|| * || C 2 || * || C 3 ||

As for completeness, we have:

| r1× r2| P12+ | r1× r2| P14 − OverlapP12, P14(r1× r2)
r2) =
|| C1||*|| C2|| *|| C3||

comP12,P14(r1

(4.52)

Using formula (3.3), the relationship between the overlap as probability and as cardinality is :
overlapP12,P14(r1

r2) = OverlapP12,P14(r1

r2) / (||C1|| *||C2|| *||C3||)

As a result, if we consider completeness formula (4.10), formula (4.52) can be written as
comP12,P14(r1

r2)=comP12(r1

r2)+ comP14(r1

r2) - overlapP12,P14(r1

r2)

(4.53)

We should point out that in formula (4.53) overlap is expressed as a probability. In section
3.7 we have shown formulae for the overlap computation of a complex peer fragment. In favor of
simplicity we assume only independence overlap among the classes of the join.

4.5.1.2 PROPERTIES WITH SUBSUMED DOMAINS/RANGES
In Figure 3 we can see that peer P12 exports r1

r2, with classes C1, C2 and C3 as

domain/range classes for properties r1 and r2, while peer P13 exports fragment r4

r2, where r4

is a subproperty of r1 and has C7, subclass of C1 as domain class and C6, subclass of C2 as range
class. The reference set used in the formulae is the product of the total number of C1, C2 and C3
instances in the PDMS, i.e. ||C1|| * ||C2|| * ||C3||, since all the instances of C7 and C6 in the
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PDMS are included in ||C1|| and ||C2|| respectively. In favor of simplicity we assume only
independence overlap among the classes of the join. Then, similarly to formula (4.49), the
formula for coverage will become as follows:
covP12,P13((r1Ur4)

r2)=

| C1| P12*| C2| P12*| C3| P12+ | C7 | P13*| C6| P13*| C3| P13 − OverlapP12, P16(C1UC7xC2UC6xC3)
(4.54)
|| C1|| *|| C2|| *|| C3||

According to formula (4.50), formula (4.54) can also be written as
covP12,P13((r1Ur4)

r2)=covP12(r1

r2)+covP13(r4

r2)–

overlapP12,P13(C1UC7)*overlapP12,P13(C2UC6) * overlapP12,P13(C3)

(4.55)

The coverage of the union will be the ratio of the sum of the maximum number of distinct
r1

r2 instances in the two peers (this is why we subtract the overlap of (C1UC7) x (C2UC6) x

C3 instances that are counted twice, as they appear in both peers) to the maximum total number
of distinct r1

r2 instances in the PDMS, i.e. ||C1|| * ||C2|| * ||C3||. In formula (4.55) overlap is

expressed as a probability.
The density formula is similar to formula (4.51) :
denP12,P13((r1Ur4)

r2)=

| r1× r2| P12+ | r4× r2| P13 − OverlapP12, P13((r1Ur4) × r2)
| C1| P12*| C2| P12*| C3| P12+ | C7 | P13*| C6| P13*| C3| P13 − OverlapP12, P13(C1UC7xC2UC6xC3)

(4.56)

As for completeness, similarly to formula (4.52), we have :
comP12,P13((r1Ur4)

r2)=

| r1× r2| P12+ | r4× r2| P13 − OverlapP12, P13((r1Ur4) × r2)
|| C1|| *|| C2||*|| C3||

(4.57)

According to formula (4.53), completeness formula (4.57) can be written as
comP12,P13((r1Ur4)

r2)=comP12(r1

r2) + comP13(r4

(4.58)
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r2) - overlapP12,P13((r1Ur4)

r2)

4.5.1.3 GENERALIZATION FOR MORE THAN TWO PEERS
Let us assume that peers P1, P2,…,PN export r1

r2 with the same domain and range

classes. Then the coverage formula (4.50) will become :
covP1,P2,…,PN(r1

r2)=covP1(r1

r2)+…+covPN(r1

overlapP1,…,PN(C2)*overlapP1,…,PN(C3) = ΣicovPi(r1

r2)-overlapP1,…,PN(C1)*

r2) – ΠjoverlapPj(Cj)

(4.59)

where i = 1, …, N and j = 1, 2, 3.
The density formula (4.51) will become
denP1,P2….,PN(r1

r2)=

| r1× r2| P1 + ...+ | r1× r2| PN − OverlapP1, P2,..., PN(r1× r2)
| C1| P1*| C2| P1*| C3| P1 + ...+ | C1| PN*| C2| PN*| C3| PN − OverlapP1, P2,..., PN(C1xC2xC3) (4.60)
and the completeness formula (4.53) will become
comP1,P2,…,PN(r1

r2)=comP1(r1

r2)+…+comPN(r1

r2)-overlapP1,P2,…,PN(r1

r2) (4.61)

Since we consider more than two peers, we assume only independence overlap among them.
The changes in the formula for each overlap case are obvious and thus not presented. In addition,
it is clear that the same formulae hold when we have a join of two or more properties with
subsumed domain/range classes.
To generalize, let us assume that as in section 3.7, we have N peers which export the PDMS
fragment F shown in Figure 13. Then, using the overlap estimations of Table 3.9 and formulae
(4.59), (4.60) and (4.61) we can propose the following formulae for coverage, density and
completeness estimations in the case of independence overlap.
covP1,P2,…,PN(F)=covP1(F)+…+covP2(F)

+

…

+

covPN(F)

overlapP1,…,PN(C2)*…* overlapP1,…,PN(CN) = ΣicovPi(F) – ΠjoverlapPj(Cj)

-

overlapP1,…,PN(C1)*
(4.62)

where i = 1,…,N-1 and j = 1,…,N.
denP1,P2….,PN(F)=

| F | P1 + ...+ | F | PN − OverlapP1, P2,..., PN(F)
| C1| P1*...*| CN | P1 + ...+ | C1| PN *...*| CN | PN − OverlapP1, P2,..., PN(C1x...xCN) (4.63)
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comP1,P2,…,PN(F)=comP1(F)+…+comP2(F) + … + comPN(F) - overlapP1,P2,…,PN(F) =
ΣicomPi(F) – ΠjoverlapPj(F) (4.64)
We should state that formulae (4.62), (4.63) and (4.64) also hold for an arbitrary number of
overlapping peers and an arbitrary fragment F, which involves joins over a set of classes.

4.6 DATA QUALITY OF QUERY PLANS
Let us consider peers P9, P14 and P15 of Figure 3. We will denote F1 = r3
r2

r1 and F2 =

r6. As shown in Figure 3, peer P9 exports fragment F1, relating classes C1, C2 and C4. Let

us assume that there is another peer P8 which also exports F1 with the same classes. Peers P14
and P15 export fragment F2, relating classes C2, C3 and C10. The set of peers that can answer
fragment F1, will be denoted as SP1 = {P8, P9} and the set of peers that can answer F2 will be
denoted as SP2 = {P14, P15}. Fragments F1 and F2 are joined on class C2. Then, for the query
plan QP1 = F1
covQP1(F1SP1

F2 we will have
F2SP2) =

| C1| SP1* | C 2 | SP1* | C 4 | SP1* | C 2 | SP 2* | C 3 | SP 2* | C10 | SP 2
/ ||C1|| *
|| C 2 ||

||C2|| * ||C3|| * ||C4|| * ||C10||= covSP1(F1) * covSP2(F2)
denQP1(F1SP1

F2SP2) =

comQP1(F1SP1

| F1× F 2 | QP1
(4.69)
| C1| SP1* | C 2 | SP1* | C 4 | SP1* | C 2 | SP 2* | C 3 | SP 2* | C10 | SP 2 / || C 2 ||

F2SP2)=

| F1× F 2 | QP1
=covQP1(F1SP1
|| C1|| * | C 2 || * || C 3 || * || C 4 || * || C10 ||

=

(4.68)

F2SP2)*denQP1(F1SP1

F2SP2)=

| F1| SP1* | F 2 | SP 2 / || C 2 ||
| F1| SP1
| F 2 | SP 2
=
*
=
|| C1|| * | C 2 || * || C 3 || * || C 4 || * || C10 || || C1|| * | C 2 || * || C 4 || || C 2 || * | C 3 || * || C10 ||

comSP1(F1) * comSP2(F2)

(4.70)

4.6.1 GENERALIZATION FOR MORE THAN TWO PEERS
Formulae (4.68), (4.69) and (4.70) can be applied also to fragments from an arbitrary number
of peers, which involve an arbitrary number of properties that join pairwise on common classes.
For example, let us assume that the set of peers SP1 export fragment F1, the set of peers SP2
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export fragment F2,…, the set of peers SPn export fragment Pn. Then, the coverage and
completeness formulae for the query plan QP = F1SP1
covQP(F1SP1

F2SP2

comQP(F1P1

F2P2

…
…

F2SP2

…

FnSPn will be

FnSPn) = covSP1(F1) * covSP2(F2) * … * covSPn(Fn) (4.71)
FnPn) = comSP1(F1) * comSP2(F2) * … * comSPn(Fn) (4.72)

4.6.2 QUERY PLAN DATA QUALITY EXAMPLE
In favor of simplicity in the example, we assume that peers P9, P12, P13, P14 and P15 shown
in Figure 3 are the only peers to export fragments in the PDMS. A peer that exports fragment F
also exports the subfragments of F. As a result, it can answer questions concerning not only the
fragment it exports, but also any of its subfragments (vertical subsumption). For example, peer
P12 exports the fragment r1

r2, and also its subfragments, i.e. properties r1 and r2. Thus, it

can answer queries concerning not only r1

r2, but also r1 or r2. Besides, a specific property of

the query fragment can be answered not only by peers that export it, but also by peers that export
a subproperty of it (horizontal subsumption). For example, peer P13 exports fragment r4
and r4 is a subproperty of r1, so P13 can also contribute to the answer of r1

r2

r2. Let us consider

query F1236 and its possible fragmentations shown in Figure 4 as well as the peers of Table 2.3
answering each (sub)fragment illustrated in Figure 4.
Taking the fragment cardinalities of Table 3.1 into account, Table 4.15 shows the density of
each peer with respect to the fragment it exports and its subfragments using formula (4.12). In
this table we have also a column for fragment F4, i.e. property r4, since it is a subproperty of r1
(fragment F1) and thus it can contribute to the answer of fragments involving F1.
Peers

F1236

F123

F126

F12

F13

F26

0,5

P9

1

F3

F6

0,06

0,08

0,08

0,17

0,17

0,25
0,5

P15

0,33

F24

1

0,5

1
0,5

0,5

0,67

Table 4.1528: Density information for the PDMS peers
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F4

1

0,5

P13
P14

F2

0,5

1

P12

F1

0,75
0,75

Tables 4.16 and 4.17 show the coverage and completeness scores respectively for each peer
using formulae (4.11) and (4.13) for the coverage and completeness of arbitrary fragments. These
metrics are computed by the respective guide peers when needed.
Peers

F1236

F123

F126

F12

F13

F26

0,2

P9

0,07

F3

F6

0,6

0,6

0,6

0,6

0,6

0,6

0,6

0,6

P15

F4

F24

0,13

0,13

0,33
0,1
0,4

P13
P14

F2

0,4

0,03

P12

F1

0,6

1

0,6

1
1

Table 4.1629: Coverage information for the PDMS peers

Peers

F1236

F123

F126

F12

F13

F26

0,1

P9

0,07

F3

F6

0,025

0,05

0,05

0,1

0,1

0,15
0,3

P15

0,2

F4

F42

0,07

0,07

0,33
0,1
0,2

P13
P14

F2

0,2

0,03

P12

F1

0,3

0,5

0,4

0,75
0,75

Table 4.1730: Completeness information for the PDMS peers

In the following, we will consider plans that for each of their subfragments involve the union
of peers that can answer it. In Figure 4 we can see that during the first round (0 joins) of the query
routing and planning process we obtain the whole query fragment, F1236 which can be answered
only by peer P14. According to Table 4.17 the completeness of this plan, let us call it QP1, is
com(QP1) = 0,025. During the second round (1 join) we get the respective fragmentations of
Figure 4. According to Table 2.3, for each (sub)fragment there may be more than one peer that
can answer it. From the second round we get three plans, one for each fragmentation.
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QP2 = F123{P14}

F6{P14,P15}

In order to compute the completeness of this plan, we should first compute comP14,P15(F6). Using
formula (4.23) it is
comP14,P15(F6) = comP14(F6) + comP15(F6) – comP14(F6) * comP15(F6) = 0,75 + 0,75 – 0,75*0,75
= 1,5 – 0,56 = 0,94
Then, taking formula (4.70) into account it is
com(QP2) = comP14(F123) * comP14,P15(F6) = 0,05 * 0,94 = 0,047
Taking Table 2.3 into account, the plan that occurs from fragmentation F126
QP3 = F126{P14}

F3 is

F3{P9,P14}

In order to compute the completeness of this plan, we should first compute comP9,P14(F3). Using
formula (4.23) it is
comP9,P14(F3) = comP9(F3) + comP14(F3) – comP9(F3) * comP14(F3) = 0,33 + 0,5 – 0,33 * 0,5 =
0,83 – 0,17 = 0,66
Then, using formula (4.70) it is
com(QP3) = comP14(F126) * comP9,P14(F3) = 0,05 * 0,66 = 0,033
Considering Table 2.3, the plan that occurs from fragmentation F13
QP4 = F13{P9,P14}

F26 is

F26{P14,P15}

In order to compute the completeness of this plan, we should first compute comP9,P14(F13) and
comP14,P15(F26). Taking formula (4.23) into account it is
comP9,P14(F13) = comP9(F13) + comP14(F13) – comP9(F13) * comP14(F13) = 0,1 + 0,1 – 0,1 * 0,1 =
0,2 – 0,01 = 0,19
comP14,P15(F26) = comP14(F26) + comP15(F26) – comP14(F26) * comP15(F26) = 0,15 + 0,3 – 0,15 *
0,3 = 0,45 – 0,05 = 0,4
Then, using formula (4.70) it is
com(QP4) = comP9,P14(F13) * comP14,P15(F26) = 0,19 * 0,4 = 0,076
During the third round (2 joins) we get the respective fragmentations of Figure 4. From the third
round we get three plans, one for each fragmentation.
QP5 = F12{P12,P13,P14}

F3{P9,P14}

F6{P14,P15}

QP6 = F26{P14,P15}

F1{P9,P12,P13,P14}

F3{P9,P14}

QP7 = F13{P9,P14}

F2{P12,P13,P14,P15}

F6{P14,P15}
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In order to compute the completeness of each plan, we should first compute the completeness
for each of its subfragments as above. We should point out that peer P13 exports fragment F42,
where F4 is a subproperty of F1 and thus it can also contribute to plans concerning F12 and F1. It is
comP12,P13,P14(F12) = comP12(F12) + comP13(F42) + comP14(F12) – comP12(F12) * comP13(F42) *
comP14(F12) ≈ 0,03 + 0,01 + 0,1 ≈ 0,14
After the computations we have
com(QP5) = comP12,P13,P14(F12) * comP9,P14(F3) * comP14,P15(F6) = 0,14 * 0,66 * 0,94 = 0,087
com(QP6) = comP14,P15(F26) * comP9,P12,P13,P14(F1) * comP9,P14(F3) ≈ 0,4 * 0,54 * 0,66 = 0,143
com(QP7) = comP9,P14(F13) * comP12,P13,P14,P15(F2) * comP14,P15(F6) ≈ 0,19 * 1 * 0,94 = 0,179
During the fourth round (3 joins) we get only one fragmentation in Figure 4 and thus only one
plan.
QP8 = F1{P9,P12,P13,P14}

F2{P12,P13,P14,P15}

F3{P9,P14}

F6{P14,P15}

The completeness of QP8 is computed as follows:
com(QP8) = comP9,P12,P13,P14(F1) * comP12,P13,P14,P15(F2) * comP9,P14(F3) * comP14,P15(F6) ≈ 0,54
* 1 * 0,66 * 0,94 ≈ 0,335
The completeness of the eight plans is shown in Table 4.18 :
Plans

Completeness Joins in each plan

QP1

0,025

F1236

QP2

0,047

F123{P14}

F6{P14,P15}

QP3

0,033

F126{P14}

F3{P9,P14}

QP4

0,076

F13{P9,P14}

QP5

0,087

F12{P12,P13,P14}

QP6

0,143

F26{P14,P15}

F1{P9,P12,P13,P14}

F3{P9,P14}

QP7

0,179

F13{P9,P14}

F2{P12,P13,P14,P15}

F6{P14,P15}

QP8

0,335

F1{P9,P12,P13,P14}

F26{P14,P15}
F3{P9,P14}

F6{P14,P15}

F2{P12,P13,P14,P15}

F3{P9,P14}

F6{P14,P15}

Table 4.1831: Completeness of plans QP1 – QP8

It is clear that among the eight plans of Figure 4, plan QP8 has the highest completeness
score. This was expected, since QP8 has the maximum number of joins and thus involves the
most answers to the query fragment. None of these query plans has value 1, as according to
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formula (4.13) that we use to compute completeness, the denominator, which represents the
number of possible fragment instances in the PDMS (i.e. the size of the Cartesian product of all
the instances of the classes that compose the fragment in the PDMS), is always greater than the
numerator, i.e. the actual number of fragment instances.
The advantage of this formula is that it is easier to express composed completeness. Also, it
can be used as a measure for completeness when comparing plans (it is monotonic), but the
drawback is that if we want to evaluate the “closeness” to the complete answer set, we must
evaluate the completeness value for the largest plan and compare the value of the other plans to it.
For example, let us take the completeness of QP7. This value has no meaning alone, but only
compared to the maximum completeness, that of QP8.

4.7 VALUE RANGE OF DATA QUALITY METRICS
In the previous sections we presented definitions for the coverage, density and completeness
data quality metrics and we proposed formulae for data quality estimation for simple or complex
fragments, in different overlap cases and for one or more peers. In this section we are going to
examine the range of the values of the data quality formulae discussed already.
Let us first consider the case of one peer exporting a fragment F, either simple, (class or
property) or complex (comprising two or more properties). Coverage formula (4.1), density
formula (4.2) and completeness formula (4.3) give always values in [0, 1], since the denominator
is always greater than the numerator. However, when it comes to the union of peers with respect
to a fragment, some differences occur.
The simplest case is that of the union of two or more peers with respect to a single class. Then
only completeness of the union is considered. The completeness value of formula (4.14) can be
greater than 1. Its greatest value occurs when the peers are disjoint with respect to the exported
class.
Formula (4.16) shows the case of peers exporting subsumed classes. The greatest value for
this formula occurs when the class (e.g. C1) in one peer and its subclass (e.g. C5) in the other
peer are disjoint. However, due to the existence of subsumption between the classes, our overlap
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estimations may be smaller than reality and thus the completeness of the union may be greater
than 1.
When two or more peers export the same property, either with the same domain/range or with
subsumed domains/ranges, coverage values, as we can see in formula (4.19) are usually in [0, 1],
however, for the same reasons as previously, they may be greater than 1, especially in the worst
case, when the peers are disjoint with respect to the specific property. Then, no overlap of the
domain and range classes of the property is involved in the numerator and the sum of the
maximum possible instances of the property in the two peers may be greater than the product of
the classes that the property comprises. In addition, it is clear that the density formula (4.21)
always gives values in [0, 1], since the numerator involves the property instances in the two peers
and the overlap of these peers with respect to this property, while the denominator involves the
maximum possible property instances in these peers and their overlap with respect to the classes
that form the property. Thus, the fraction is always ≤ 1. As for completeness of the union of two
or more peers with respect to a property, the score is most of the times in [0,1], as shown in
formula (4.22), since the numerator involves the property instances of the peers, while the
denominator involves the maximum possible instances of these peers with respect to this
property. However, if a great percentage of the class instances are connected to form properties or
more complex fragments, the value of completeness may be > 1, since it is a sum and not a
product of completeness values. These conclusions also hold for the union of peers with respect
to subsumed properties and with respect to more complex fragments. We should point out that in
our estimations we will use 1 as upper bound value for coverage and completeness scores, when
they happen to be greater than 1.
As far as query plans are concerned, formulae (4.71) and (4.72) show that the coverage and
completeness of a query plan involving arbitrary fragments among an arbitrary number of peers
give always values in [0, 1]. This is easy to understand, since the coverage of a query plan is
formed as the product of the coverage of every fragment it comprises. The coverage value are in
[0, 1] and thus their product is also in [0, 1]. The same holds for the completeness formula, which
is formed as the product of the completeness values of every fragment the query plan comprises.
In this section we discussed the value range for data quality metrics in the case of one peer
and in the case of two or more peers that export the same or subsumed fragments.
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4.8 RELATED WORK
In this section we compare our data quality metrics with respect to similar metrics in the
literature.
The closer work to our framework is [4]. Before detailing the introduced data quality metrics,
we explain the differences between the universal relational model and RDF/s. In [4], we say that
a source contains a specific tuple of the universal relation, even if the source does not provide
values for all the attributes in the tuple. However, in the RDF/S data model that we use in our
work, a peer P may contain instances of classes appearing as domain or range of properties, but
this does not imply that these class instances are actually related thought properties (i.e. optional
property instances). As a result, we need to distinguish in our RDF/S-based PDMS between the
maximum expected number of p1 instances in peer P, denoted as |C1|P * |C2|P, and the exact
number of p1 instances, denoted as |p1|P. Apart from this difference, we must express every data
quality metric of a peer P with respect to a specific fragment, (i.e. a class, a property or a more
complex fragment) exported by peer P, while in [4] data quality metrics are defined for a source.
In [4], for every source, coverage of a source is defined as the ratio of the number of tuples of
the universal relation the source stores, to the size of the universal relation. Coverage scores are
in [0, 1]. In contrast, we define the coverage of a peer P with respect to a fragment F as the ratio
of the maximum number of F instances peer P can export, to the total maximum number of F
instances exported in the whole PDMS. For example if F is a property p1 with domain class C1
and range class C2, the maximum number of p1 instances is |C1|P * |C2|P in that peer. In case F is
a complex fragment consisting of k properties p1, p2, …, pk, involving classes C1, C2, …, Ck+1
we consider the product |C1|P*|C2|P*…*|Ck+1|P as the maximum number of F instances in peer P.
There are three definitions of density of a source S in [4], one called attribute density, with
respect to a certain attribute of the relation the source exports, one called source density, with
respect to all the attributes of the universal relation and one called query – dependent density.
Attribute density with respect to attribute a, is defined as the ratio of the tuples of the source S
that have a non-null value for a, to the total number of tuples in S. Source density of source S is
the average density of S over all attributes of the universal relation. Query - dependent density of
a source S with respect to a query Q is the average density of S over all attributes of Q. It is
obvious that the scores of the three types of density are in [0, 1].
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In our RDF/S model, properties of a fragment in a peer play the role of attributes of a relation
in a source. When class instances in a peer are connected together to form property instances, or
properties are joined to form more complex fragments, then the specific property has instances in
the fragment of this peer, in the same way that an attribute may have a non-null value in the
relation exported by a source. Thus, density of a peer P with respect to a fragment F is a local
estimation of the actual percentage of F instances we could obtain from peer P w.r.t. the
maximum number of expected F instances in this peer base. It is clear that our density scores are
in [0, 1]. Our definition of density corresponds to the source density notion of [4], but given that a
peer exports also all of its sub-fragments it also captures the notion of attribute density for
RDF/S.
As far as completeness of a source S is concerned, in [4] it is defined as the ratio of the
number of tuples in S for which all attributes of it have non – null values, to the number of tuples
of the completely filled universal relation. This is the product of the number of tuples in the
universal relation and the number of attributes of the universal relation. The completeness of a
source is the product of its coverage and density. Completeness scores are in [0, 1].
In our approach we define completeness of a peer P with respect to a fragment F as the
probability that a random F instance of the PDMS appears in peer P. Completeness of peer P with
respect to a fragment F is the product of coverage and density of P with respect to F. Since the
coverage and density values in our case are always smaller than 1, the completeness scores are
always smaller than 1. Our completeness formula is similar to the coverage formula presented in
[4]. Another important remark is that in [4] density is defined not only for a single source, but

also for more sources. Likewise, our definition of density can be applied to either the union or
join of two or more peers exporting either simple or complex fragments.
The mediator-based system presented in [28], also relies on the relational data model. Every
source can provide objects (tuples) each of which has a globally unique object identifier and a set
of attributes. Attributes of an object can be stored in different sources, as long as each source
retains the identifier of the specific object. A source represents a set of objects. The global
schema of the integration information system consists of only one global relation, which contains
all object identifiers and the union of all attributes delivered by sources. The closed – world
assumption holds as to the attributes that the sources export. In order to define density of merged
results between two sources, the notion of full – outerjoin merge is used : the final result will
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involve the tuples that appear only in each one of the sources and their common tuples. Using the
RDF data model in our framework, we have a notion similar to the full – outerjoin merge with the
existence of sub-fragments of a fragment F in a peer. Their cardinalitites are greater than that of
F, since they involve both instances that are connected to form F instances and instances that are
not connected.
A density measure is used to guide planning in this framework and provide the user with the
best plans with respect to this metric. Density in this work is perceived as the “fullness” of the
sources, i.e. the degree to which they provide non – null attributes for the objects they contain.
Two definitions of density are presented, density of an attribute of a source S and density of a
source S with respect to a query Q. The definitions are the same as those presented in [4], with
values in [0, 1]. Besides, density of a source is also defined with respect to weightings provided
by the user for the attributes of a user query. In this case, density is calculated as the weighted
average of attributes involved in the user query, with values in [0, 1].
In the case of merging the results of two queries in different sources into a single result, three
parts are generated: the first part consists of objects contained only in the first source, the second
part consists of objects covered by both sources and the third part consists of objects covered only
by the second source. The second part is the result of a join over the two results using the object
identifier as the join predicate. Objects with the same identifier are merged into one. The
attributes of a merged result may be attributes covered by only one of the sources, attributes
covered by both sources, or attributes that are not covered at all. If an attribute is covered by only
one of the sources, then the values of this attribute in the result will be the ones contained in this
source. If none of the sources provide values for some attributes (i.e. these attributes have null
values in both sources), then the specific attributes will have null values in the result. If both
sources provide non – null values for a specific attribute, then a resolution function will
determine what value will appear in the result. Formulae for density scores of an attribute whose
values are merged between two sources are provided, for different overlap cases (i.e. disjointness,
independence, containment of the objects provided by one source to the other, equality of the
objects the two sources provide attributes for). We do not further discuss these formulae, as they
are presented in [4].
In [6], query planning for relational mediators is presented. Various quality criteria are
presented, originally defined in [34] and each source and query plan achieves scores in each
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criterion. The assumption of independence among the criteria is made. The scores of a source or a
plan in all criteria are then aggregated to form a single overall information quality score that
characterizes it. Then, sources and plans are ranked with respect to their aggregated information
quality scores. Some of the quality criteria addressed in this work are reliability and timeliness of
a source, relevancy, and availability of sources. The only similarity to our data quality metrics is
the notion of completeness of a source relation, which is defined as the sum over the percentages
of non-null values in each attribute of the relation, adjusted by a user weighting, stating the
importance of each attribute. However, even though quality scores are assigned to sources and
plans, no formulae are proposed for any of these criteria.
In [29], the notion of coverage is used as a quality metric of web sources represented using
the relational data model. In this framework, the size of a source is the number of objects it
contains. The universe is the relation that contains all possible objects. The coverage of a source
is defined as the ratio between the size of the source and the size of the universe. The coverage of
a mediated query is the total number of distinct objects the query is computed on, divided by the
size of the universe. This means that coverage scores in both cases are in [0, 1]. For the overlap
cases defined in this work, the following formulae are proposed for the coverage of two sources R
and S with respect to a mediated query P:
a) If R and S are disjoint, coverage(P) = coverage(R) + coverage (S)
b) If R and S are equivalent, coverage(P) = coverage(R) = coverage(S)
c) If R is a subset of S, coverage(P) = coverage(S)
d) If R and S are independent, coverage(P) = coverage(R) + coverage(S) –
coverage(R) * coverage(S)
The disjointness case is similar to ours : Since there is no overlap between the sources, the
total coverage is the sum of the coverage of each source. As for the other cases, there is a main
difference between this approach and our approach: We consider overlap with respect to the class
instances of the peers, while they consider overlap with respect to the relation the peers export. In
addition, their definition of coverage is similar to our definition of completeness. As a result, in
the fourth overlap case the coverage of the plan P is the sum of the coverage of R and S if we
subtract their product, which represents independence overlap. For the case of more than two
sources, the combined coverage of the first two sources is computed and then the sources are
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treated as a single source, combined with the third sources and so on. However, there is no
statement that the coverage scores for two or more peers are always ≤ 1.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
P2P data management systems (PDMSs), are capable of supporting loosely coupled
communities of databases in which each peer base can join and leave the network at free will,
while groups of peers can collaborate on the fly to provide advanced data management services
on a very large scale (i.e., thousands of peers, massive data).
However, as the number of peers in a PDMS increases and queries become complex (e.g. tree
or graph-shaped), the number of produced plans that need to be optimized and executed becomes
huge. As a result, there is a need to prune the search space by considering quality metrics of the
data hosted by each peer. We should be able to rank the peers contributing to a plan, and thus the
plans themselves, according to data quality metrics allowing to discard plans producing poor
quality query results (according to a threshold either set by the user or the system).
In this thesis, we considered data quality metrics of the view instances published by the peers
with respect to the PDMS schema and its virtual instantiation. In particular, we provided
definitions and formulae for the coverage, density and completeness data quality metrics in order
to estimate the data quality of peer databases and query plans according to the RDFS schema
fragments they involve, either simple or complex. We also addressed the notion of overlap
between peers with respect to a schema fragment and proposed formulae for its estimation.
Our aim for future work is to present a metric that combines cost and completeness of plans
and enrich existing query planning algorithms proposed for RDF-based PDMSs, in order to prune
the huge search space of plans that is created during query planning. Our objective is to discard
plans that are ranked below a specific data-quality threshold and thus reduce as much as possible
the planning time, while ensure that the final plan to be executed will be the best possible one
with respect to the enforced data quality constraints. An interesting idea in this context is a query
optimization process that interleaves query routing and planning enriched with the data quality
metrics we provide as well as traditional distributed cost optimization heuristics.
In addition, our goal is to experimentally illustrate the gains of our approach for pruning the
search space and thus improving the overall query processing time and quality with respect to
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PDMSs of increasing size and queries of increasing complexity. We intend to use the SQPeer
simulator proposed in [1] for our experiments, which is based on the ubQLVM proposed in [9].
The SQPeer simulator at the time being uses a specific cost model presented in [1] and the
Dynamic and Iterative Dynamic Programming algorithms for query planning. The next step is to
run experiments on the simulator using our combined cost and completeness metric, to observe
the benefits of pruning the space of plans both with respect to cost and quality.
In addition, we considered upper bound values for some data quality metrics we defined,
when their estimations were greater than 1. As future work we could provide better estimation
values for some of our formulae, thus no upper bound values would be necessary.
Another interesting target would be to provide definitions and estimation formulae in a
PDMS context for more quality metrics, as the ones presented in [6] and [20]. A great challenge
is the multi-objective query optimization, which considers not only the data quality characteristics
that we address, but also others, such as availability of a data source (the percentage of time that
the source is accessible), timeliness (update-frequency of the data in the source), etc. Most of
such characteristics are considered to be highly subjective, so objective metrics need to be
defined for them. We could then achieve an even better pruning of the search space in query
planning and return plans of even higher quality to the user.
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